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Abstract
The shape of the arterial pulse wave is intimately related to the physical properties of the
cardiovascular system. Understanding the mechanisms underlying this relation is clinically
relevant, since pulse waveforms carry valuable information for the diagnosis and treatment of
disease. We overview some numerical, theoretical and experimental e↵orts (using in vivo and
in vitro data) made in this field of research, focusing on the physical aspects of arterial pulse
wave propagation in the systemic circulation. The mathematical and numerical tools that we
describe are based on the one-dimensional formulation in the time-domain.
Keywords: haemodynamics; pulse wave propagation; one-dimensional modelling; time-domain
analysis; systemic circulation.
1 Introduction
The human cardiovascular (or circulatory) system has evolved into a complex and subtle system.
Its primary function is the transport of oxygen, nutrients and metabolites to all parts of the body
while simultaneously removing carbon dioxide and waste products. It serves several other roles in
the maintenance of body temperature, as a conduit for signalling by hormones and is crucial in
the defence of the body by the immune system.
Physically the cardiovascular system consists of two synchronised pumps in parallel (the right
and left heart) that pump blood, a complex fluid made up of plasma and highly deformable blood
cells, through a continuous network of flexible vessels (the arteries, microcirculation and veins).
The right heart pumps de-oxygenated blood through the pulmonary circulation to the lungs where
it is oxygenated, returning it to the left heart. The left heart pumps the oxygenated blood through
the systemic circulation to the rest of the body where the oxygen is used, returning it to the right
heart.
The arteries are fairly thick-walled, elastic vessels that carry blood from the heart. They branch
in a predominantly tree-like structure, called the arterial tree, although there are a number of loops
(anastomosis) providing for some redundancy of perfusion. Arterial diameters range from 2–4 cm
for the aorta and main pulmonary artery1 down to 0.1 mm for the small arteries that perfuse
the microcirculation. The microcirculation consists of arterioles which branch into the capillaries
which form a complex network with vessel diameters 6-8 µm. The capillaries merge into venules
that also merge to form the small veins. The venous system is composed of thin-walled vessels
that are roughly parallel to the arterial network with merging rather than diverging branches,
although there are many more loops in the venous system. For a more detailed introduction to
cardiovascular anatomy and physiology we refer to [1, 2].
Cardiovascular diseases are responsible for nearly half of all deaths worldwide. The major killer
is atherosclerosis which forms fat deposits inside blood vessels that hinder, or even stop, the flow
of blood causing heart attacks and strokes (see [3, 4] for UK and EU statistics). These and other
cardiovascular diseases also account for much morbidity. It is believed that mechanical stresses
1The aorta connects the left ventricle of the heart to the systemic circulation and the pulmonary artery connects
the right ventricle to the pulmonary circulation.
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caused by blood flow are involved in the initiation, localisation and progression of disease. For
instance, hypertension (high blood pressure) increases the risk of stroke, heart attack, heart failure,
arterial aneurysm and chronic renal failure [5] and regions of low or oscillatory wall shear stress
(WSS) are believed to be closely associated with the distribution of early atherosclerotic lesions
[6, 7].
Arterial blood pressure and flow (or velocity) waves are generated by cardiac contraction and
its interaction with the distensible arterial walls. Arteries distend to accommodate the sudden
increase in blood volume caused by cardiac contraction, since blood can be approximated as an
incompressible fluid in arteries. When the elastic energy generated during distension is released,
arteries contract. Therefore, arteries present a regular beating, called the pulse, that follows
the heartbeat and propagates in the form of waves, called pulse waves. These produce continuous
changes in blood pressure and velocity, which can be studied as pressure and velocity waves running
forth and back (away from and towards the heart, respectively), with backward waves originating
from the reflection2 of forward waves at branching sites, peripheral impedances, and any other
sites of variation in arterial geometry and elastic properties.
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Figure 1: Blood pressure, P , waveform measured along the human aorta. Each waveform is an ensemble
average of continuous pressure measurements over 1 min using the peak of the R-wave of the electrocardio-
gram (ECG) (shown at the bottom of the figure) as the reference time. Measurements were made every 10
cm down the aorta starting approximately 5 cm from the aortic valve. The circles indicate the time of the
minimum pressure (the diastolic pressure, Pd) after which the pressure increases because of the contraction
of the left ventricle. The slope of the dotted line connecting the circles indicates the pulse wave speed with
which the pressure wave is propagating down the aorta.
Figure 1 shows the typical pressure waveforms measured along the human aorta in normal
conditions, going from the aortic root down to the end of the aorta, where it bifurcates into the
two iliac arteries that perfuse the legs (Segments 42 and 43 in Fig. 2, centre). The slope of the feet
of these waves clearly shows that blood pressure at the start of systole (the phase of the cardiac
cycle when the heart muscle is contracting) is propagating away from the heart. The propagation
speed of pulse waves relative to the blood at rest is called the pulse wave speed, which is about
5 m s 1 at the ascending aorta, increases toward peripheral arteries, and is at least one order of
magnitude higher than blood velocity in normal conditions3.
Pressure and flow waveforms depend on the physical properties of the cardiovascular system,
such as the arterial geometry and distensibility, the flow ejected by the heart, and the impedance
due to the smallest blood vessels (the microcirculation). Knowledge of these properties can be
valuable for the diagnosis and treatment of disease. For example, the pulse wave speed is a
2This is similar to the reflection of sound waves from a surface back to the listener, which form an echo.
3Thus, during a typical heartbeat at rest, which takes about 1 s, a pulse wave has su cient time to travel from
the heart to the peripheral branches in Fig. 2 (centre) and get reflected back to the heart more than ten times.
2
measure of arterial sti↵ness, which has been identified as an important predictor of cardiovascular
events that cause morbidity and mortality [8, 9].
It seems clear, therefore, that understanding the haemodynamics (or perhaps more accurately
the pulse wave dynamics) underlying how the shapes of pressure and flow waves relate to the
physical properties of the cardiovascular system is clinically relevant. This understanding can be
achieved through in vivo experiments in humans and animals and using in vitro, theoretical and
numerical models, ideally tested against in vivo data. Models allow us to answer haemodynamic
questions that cannot be addressed in vivo, due to ethical, technical and physiological reasons4,
and disentangle their underlying mechanisms.
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Figure 2: Pressure (top) and flow rate (bottom) with time at the (left) aortic root (Root, segment 1) and
midpoint of the aortic arch B (Arch, segment 14), thoracic aorta B (Tho, segment 27), and abdominal aorta
D (Abd, segment 39), and (right) midpoint of the left common carotid (CCA, segment 15), left brachial
(Bra, segment 21), right renal (Ren, segment 38) and left femoral (Fem, segment 46) arteries. They were
simulated using a nonlinear visco-elastic 1-D model of pulse wave propagation in the larger 55 systemic
arteries in the human (centre). The names and properties of these segments are shown in Table 1. The flow
rate at the root (d) was measured in vivo and prescribed as the inflow boundary condition. In red, we show
the uniform Windkessel pressure, pw, given by Eq. (22), and Windkessel flow rate, qw = (pw   Pout)/RT,
out of the arterial system into the microcirculation.
The vascular system has several features that make its mechanics di cult to model: its anatomy
is complex, the flow is highly pulsatile, the blood vessels are generally very elastic and subject
to cardiac and respiratory movements, and blood is a very complex fluid. But one of its most
intriguing properties is its adaptability. There are a large number of control mechanisms that
enable the cardiovascular system to adapt itself over a very wide range of conditions and time
scales: from fast (jumping out of bed and running for the bus in the morning) to slow (growing
up or adjusting to slow variation due to disease)5
One-dimensional (1-D) ‘reduced’ modelling6 is commonly applied to simulate the changes in
4For example, some vessels can be inaccessible to clinical measurements and several properties of interest are not
directly measurable, can be dangerous to manipulate and can elicit reflex compensation in vivo.
5For example, arteries adapt their luminal diameter to maintain an approximately constant WSS [10]. Hyper-
tension thickens the arterial wall to decrease circumferential stresses [11].
6Remarkably, the 1-D equations describing flow in elastic arteries, first published by Euler in 1775 [12], have the
3
blood flow and cross-sectionally averaged blood pressure and velocity in time and only along the
axial direction of larger arteries7, with reasonable accuracy and computational cost8 [14, 15, 16].
For a historical overview of this field of research see [17] and the introductions in [18, 19, 20].
In this work we describe pulse wave mechanics in systemic arteries using mathematical and
numerical tools based on the 1-D formulation in the time-domain, with a few references to the
alternative Fourier-based frequency-domain approach [16, 21]. Section 2 introduces the 1-D for-
mulation in the arterial network, including its assumptions, governing equations, characteristics
analysis, numerical solution, and verification by comparison against in vivo and in vitro data.
Section 3 shows important theoretical results on the physical mechanisms underlying the shape
of the pressure and flow waveforms. Section 4 discusses tools based on the 1-D formulation to
analyse in vivo pressure an flow waveforms in order to obtain clinically relevant properties of the
cardiovascular system. We illustrate concepts using data generated in a 1-D model of the 55 larger
systemic arteries in the human (Fig. 2, Section 2.8). The nomenclature and abbreviations used in
this paper are listed in Tables 5 and 6 (Appendix 1).
2 Arterial one-dimensional formulation
We first introduce the governing equations of the arterial 1-D formulation and their main assump-
tions (Sections 2.1 to 2.3). We then analyse their solution using the method of characteristics
(Section 2.4). We review several numerical schemes to solve the governing equations in Section
2.5, giving full details for our discontinuous Galerkin scheme. We describe the boundary conditions
of the problem in Section 2.6. We review several tests that have been carried out to verify the
accuracy of the 1-D formulation in Section 2.7 and conclude with a description of the 1-D model
of the 55 larger systemic arteries shown in Fig. 2 (Section 2.8).
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Figure 3: Layout of a 1-D compliant arterial segment (or domain ⌦) whose properties are described by
a single axial coordinate x. We denote the density and viscosity of blood by ⇢ and µ, respectively. At
each cross section and for a time t, we denote the luminal area by A(x, t), the wall thickness by h(x), the
wall Young’s modulus by E(x), the wall viscosity by '(x), the cross-sectional average velocity and pressure
by U(x, t) and P (x, t), respectively, and the volume flux by Q(x, t). The 1-D governing equations can be
derived by applying conservation of mass and momentum to a di↵erential control volume dx.
2.1 Assumptions and governing equations
In the 1-D formulation the arterial network is decomposed into arterial segments or domains ⌦
connected to each other at nodes. For example, we can decompose the systemic arterial tree in
same mathematical structure as the basic equations of compressible gas dynamics found in Lord Rayleigh’s Theory
of Sound (1894) [13]; the elasticity of the vessel wall taking the place of the compressibility of the gas.
7Research on venous 1-D modelling has received much less attention than arterial 1-D modelling.
8A 1-D simulation with the order of 100 arterial segments takes a few minutes to run on a normal PC.
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Fig. 2 (centre) into 55 domains. Each domain is assumed to be a compliant tube whose properties
can be described by a single axial coordinate x (Fig. 3).
The blood flow is assumed to be laminar, since Reynolds’ numbers based on mean velocities
are well below 2 000 through most of the system in normal conditions [22]. In the ascending aorta,
however, the flow can be highly disturbed during peak ejection, with peak Reynolds’ numbers
through the aortic valve close to 10 000 [23, 24]. Turbulence may also occur at other locations
under some disease states such as luminal narrowing (stenosis) and abnormal aortic valves [24].
The pulse wave is assumed to propagate forward or backward in the x–direction (where positive
x is taken as the direction of the mean blood flow). We also make use of the so-called long
wavelength approximation, since pulse wavelengths are at least three orders of magnitude larger
than arterial diameters and one order larger than the length of the longest arterial segments in
Fig. 2 (centre) 9. Pulse waves change the area of the luminal cross section A(x, t) =
R
A d ; where
t is the time and d  is a di↵erential element of area. We also define the average velocity over the
cross-section U(x, t) = 1A
R
S u(x, t) · nd , where x is the three-dimensional (3-D) coordinate, u is
the velocity of each fluid particle in the cross-section A, and n is the unit vector normal to A. The
dependent variable Q(x, t) = AU represents the volume flux at a given cross section.
Arteries are generally assumed to be tethered in the longitudinal direction, with their central
axis fixed, and their wall allowed to deform only in the radial direction due to the internal pressure,
denoted by P (x, t), which is considered to be constant over the luminal cross-section A. This is
consistent with the assumption that radial and azimuthal velocities are negligible compared to
axial velocities, as shown in [25]. The external (or extramural) pressure is denoted by Pext(x, t)
and the di↵erence P   Pext is called the transmural pressure. The wall is usually assumed to be
impermeable; only a few works account for the seepage of blood from the large arteries into the
very small branches such as the vasa vasorum [26, 27].
Blood is a highly complex fluid comprising plasma (water, electrolydes and proteins) and
flexible cells (predominantly red blood cells which occupy about 45% of the blood volume) with
very complex rheological properties. At low shear rates, blood is non-Newtonian [1]. However, in
large blood vessels, blood can be assumed to be a homogeneous, incompressible and Newtonian
fluid10. [2]; blood viscosity, µ, and density, ⇢, dependent only on temperature. Normal values at
37oC are ⇢ = 1050 kg m 3 and µ = 4.0 mPa s [15]. Thus, we do not require a thermodynamic
equation of state or an energy equation to formulate the problem. Analysis of the energy of the
system, however, can provide valuable theoretical and numerical results for 1-D modelling [30, 31].
Gravitational e↵ects are important in the distribution of blood volume, because of the e↵ect
of hydrostatic pressure on the deformable blood vessels. However, the e↵ect is much larger in the
thinner, more deformable veins, which contain up to 70% of the total blood volume, than in the
thicker, less distensible arteries. Thus, gravitational e↵ects are generally ignored or eliminated
by considering only supine subjects in the study of arterial mechanics. Gravitational e↵ects on
arterial pulse wave propagation are studied in [32, 33, 34]. They are particularly important when
studying the e↵ect of postural changes [35] and simulating pulse wave propagation in veins [36, 37].
With these assumptions the 1-D governing equations follow from applying conservation of mass
and momentum in a control volume of the 1-D vessel in Fig. 3 [19, 38],8>>>>><>>>>>:
@A
@t
+
@Q
@x
= 0
@Q
@t
+
@
@x
 
↵
Q2
A
!
+
A
⇢
@P
@x
=
f
⇢
, (1)
where f(x, t) is the frictional force per unit length and ↵(x, t) = 1AU2
R
A u
2d  is a non-dimensional
9In large arteries, pulse wave speeds are on the order of several metres per second. A typical resting heart rate
of the order of one beat per second implies a wavelength of several metres.
10Non-Newtonian e↵ects are studied in [28]. For an extensive overview on blood rheology or haemorheology see
[29]
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profile shape factor (sometimes called the Coriolis coe cient) that accounts for the non-linearity
of the sectional integration of u(x, t). Therefore, the velocity profile is required to close the system
of equations, since it directly a↵ects convective accelerations and the frictional term f .
In terms of the variables (A,U) (instead of (A,Q)) we have8>>>><>>>>:
@A
@t
+
@ (AU)
@x
= 0
@U
@t
+ (2↵  1)U @U
@x
+ (↵  1)U
2
A
@A
@x
+
1
⇢
@P
@x
=
f
⇢A
. (2)
Eqs. (1) and (2) can also be derived by integrating the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations
over a generic cross section of a cylindrical domain [14, 18, 25, 39, 40, 20]. Generalisation to curved
vessels with arbitrary cross-sectional shapes relies upon a number of assumptions or restrictions.
Probably the easiest approach is to require that pressure gradients in the cross-sectional plane are
negligibly small.
2.2 Velocity profile and wall friction
The velocity profile changes in time and space and is not axisymmetric in areas of large curvature,
such as the aortic arch. In vivo observations under normal conditions have shown that the mean
profile in the aorta (i.e. the profile constructed from time-averaged measurements) is relatively
blunt, with narrow boundary layers close to the wall and fluid outside the boundary layer travelling
at a uniform velocity that is only slightly greater than the cross-sectional mean [23]. The profile
is more parabolic in peripheral arteries [41], [2, Chap. 12].
In 1-D modelling the velocity profile is commonly assumed to be constant in shape and ax-
isymmetric. A typical profile satisfying the no-slip condition (u|r=R = 0) is [18, 25]
u(x, r, t) = U
⇣ + 2
⇣
"
1 
✓
r
R
◆⇣#
, (3)
where r is the radial coordinate, R(x, t) is the radius of the lumen (assumed to be circular) and
⇣ = 2 ↵↵ 1 is a constant. Eq. (3) can simulate profiles between close to flat flow (↵ ⇡ 1) to parabolic
flow (⇣ = 2). Following [25], ⇣ = 9 (↵ = 1.1) provides a good compromise fit to experimental
data obtained at di↵erent points in the cardiac cycle. Boundary-layer type profiles have also been
proposed [42].
Integration of the incompressible 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for axi-symmetric vessels yields
f(x, t) = 2µ⇡R
h
@u
@r
i
r=R [25]. For the velocity profile given by Eq. (3) we have f =  2 (⇣ + 2)µ⇡U
in which the local f (and hence the WSS) is in phase with the flow11. Several works [43, 44, 45, 46,
47] (and references therein) have included space- and time-varying axisymmetric velocity profiles
in 1-D modelling, in which the local f is not in phase with the flow. According to [45], the e↵ects
of the velocity profile on the propagation of the arterial pulse are small. However, a more accurate
simulation of the velocity profile enables the calculation of the WSS.
In the convective acceleration terms of Eqs. (1) and (2) the approximation ↵ = 1 is sometimes
taken12, which leads to considerable mathematical simplifications, especially with the treatment
of the boundary conditions. Hereafter we will make use this approximation.
2.3 Pressure-area relationship
An explicit algebraic relationship between P and A (or tube law) is also required to close Eqs. (1)
and (2) and account for the fluid-structure interaction of the problem. Mathematically we require
11Note that ⇣ = 2 (↵ = 4/3) leads to Poiseuille flow resistance f =  8µ⇡U .
12Note that for a velocity profile defined using Eq. (3) with ⇣ = 9 we have ↵ = 1.1, which is close to one.
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P = A(A(x, t);x, t), where the function A depends on the model used to simulate the dynamics
of the arterial wall.
Arterial walls are anisotropic and heterogeneous, composed of layers with di↵erent biomechani-
cal properties whose stress–strain relationships are nonlinear and frequency dependent, and exhibit
creep (continuous extension at constant load), stress relaxation (tension decay at constant length),
and hysteresis (di↵erent stress–strain relationship for loading and unloading) [48, Chap. 8][49].
They contain smooth muscle, the proteins elastin and collagen, which are the main determinants
of the elastic properties of the wall, and a small amount of glycoproteins, which are probably
responsible for much of the viscous behaviour of the wall.
Elastin forms highly extensible elastic fibres and sheets, whereas collagen forms fibres that
are about 1 000 times sti↵er than elastin fibres [2]. In the unstretched configuration of an artery,
collagen fibres are normally kinked and do not contribute significantly to the elastic properties
of the wall. As pressure rises, an increasing number of collagen fibres reach their normal resting
lengths and the arterial wall gets significantly sti↵er. Smooth muscle cells contract and relax under
neural and hormonal control (vasomotor control13) actively a↵ecting arterial sti↵ness. They also
play an important role in the visco-elastic damping of the pulse wave [50].
About half of the total systemic arterial compliance (the ability of the arterial system to distend
with increasing blood pressure) is located upstream of the proximal thoracic aorta, which is the
most elastic systemic artery [51]. Peripheral arteries are sti↵er because they are more muscular,
contain less elastin and more collagen and have a larger wall-thickness to diameter ratio. Their
smooth muscle cells can change the luminal area (vasomotion) to regulate peripheral blood flow
and satisfy the local instantaneous metabolic needs.
To define A in 1-D modelling, the arterial wall is typically assumed to be thin, isotropic,
homogeneous and incompressible, and to deform axisymmetrically with each cross section (which
is assumed to be circular) independent of the others. Elastic and visco-elastic constitutive laws
have been extensively used.
Voigt-type visco-elastic laws reproduce, to first approximation, the main features of visco-elastic
e↵ects on blood flow in large arteries, including hysteresis and creep [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. An
example of this type of law that neglects the e↵ects of wall inertia and longitudinal pre-stress (they
are studied numerically in [58]) is given by [57]
P = Pe(A;x) +
 (x)
A0(x)
p
A
@A
@t
, (4)
with Pe(A, x) = Pext +
 (x)
A0(x)
✓p
A 
q
A0(x)
◆
, (5)
 (x) =
4
3
p
⇡E(x)h(x),  (x) =
2
3
p
⇡'(x)h(x),
where Pe is the elastic component of pressure, h(x) is the wall thickness, E(x) is the Young’s
modulus and '(x) is the wall viscosity, so that  (x) is related to the wall elasticity and  (x) to
the wall viscosity; both being independent of the transmural pressure. The reference area A0(x)
is the area when P = Pext and
@A
@t = 0, which are typical initial conditions for numerical analysis.
Therefore, the local cross-sectional area A(x, t) will depend on the shape of the artery given by
A0(x) and the mechanical properties of the wall, which may change with x; e.g. the arterial wall
becomes sti↵er with the distance from the heart. More complex models also accounting for stress
relaxation [59, 60, 61] and the nonlinear behaviour of the wall [47, 62] have been used.
2.4 Method of characteristics analysis
Under physiological conditions the elastic term in the tube law (4) is dominant over the viscous
term. Neglecting the viscous term (i.e. taking P = Pe), Eqs. (2) and (5) form a system of
13Under normal conditions, the vasomotor control in the pulmonary arteries is believed to be much less important
than in the systemic arteries [2].
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hyperbolic partial di↵erential equations that can be written in non-conservative form as
@U
@t
+H
@U
@x
= S, (6)
U =
"
A
U
#
, H =
"
U A
1
⇢
@Pe
@A U
#
, S =
"
0
1
⇢
⇣
f
A   @Pext@x   @Pe@  d dx   @Pe@A0 dA0dx
⌘ # .
This system can be analysed using Riemann’s method of characteristics. Since A > 0 and 1⇢
@Pe
@A > 0
in normal physiological conditions, H has two real and distinct eigenvalues,  f,b = U ± c, where
c =
q
A
⇢
@Pe
@A is the pulse wave speed of the system. Note that c and its relation to the density
of blood, ⇢, and the local distensibility of the artery, 1A
@A
@Pe
, is a result of the analysis, not a
presumption. The matrix H can be written as
H = L 1⇤L, L =  
"
c
A 1  cA 1
#
, ⇤ =
"
 f 0
0  b
#
, (7)
with   an arbitrary scaling factor. Substitution of (7) into (6) and premultiplication of (6) by L
yields
L
@U
@t
+⇤L
@U
@x
= LS. (8)
Taking @W@U = L, where W = [Wf ,Wb]
T is the vector of characteristic (or Riemann) variables, Eq.
(8) reduces to
@W
@t
+⇤
@W
@x
= LS. (9)
For any path x = xˆ(t) in the (x, t) space, the variation of W along xˆ(t) can be written as
dW(xˆ(t), t)
dt
=
@W
@t
+
dxˆ
dt
I
@W
@xˆ
. (10)
Comparison of (9) and (10) shows that if the path xˆ(t) is chosen such that dxˆdt I = ⇤, then
dW
dt
= LS =
24 1⇢ ⇣ fA   @Pext@x   @Pe@  d dx   @Pe@A0 dA0dx ⌘
1
⇢
⇣
f
A   @Pext@x   @Pe@  d dx   @Pe@A0 dA0dx
⌘ 35 . (11)
! b ! f
t
x
T
X
 b  fW f
C
bC
W
11
Figure 4: In the (x, t) space, every point (X,T ) of a domain ⌦ is intersected by a unique pair of characteristic
curves Cf :
dxˆf
dt =  f and Cb :
dxˆb
dt =  b along which the characteristic variables Wf and Wb propagate.
Thus, for any point (X,T ) in the (x, t) space there are two characteristic paths, Cf and Cb,
defined by Cf,b ⌘ dxˆf,bdt =  f,b = U ± c, along which Wf and Wb propagate at speeds  f and  b,
respectively (Fig. 4), changing their values due to fluid viscous dissipation and spatial variations
of the external pressure, wall distensibility and reference luminal area. Under physiological flow
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conditions, the local wave speed c is generally more than an order of magnitude greater than the
maximum convective velocity U . Thus,  f > 0 and  b < 0 (i.e. the flow is subcritical14).
The characteristic variables Wf and Wb are then determined15 by integration of
@W
@U = L,
Wf,b = U   U0 ± 4 (c  c0) , (12)
with U0 a reference blood velocity and
c =
s
 
2⇢A0
A1/4, c0 =
s
 
2⇢
A 1/40 =
s
2Eh
3⇢R0 , (13)
where c0 and R0 are, respectively, the pulse wave speed and luminal radius at pressure Pext.16
Note that c and c0 increase with increasing elastic modulus and wall thickness and decreasing
luminal area.
This analysis shows that Wf propagates changes in area (and, hence, pressure) and velocity in
the positive x–direction of each arterial segment; i.e. forwards from proximal to distal parts in
peripheral branches. On the other hand, Wb propagates changes in the negative x–direction; i.e.
backwards from distal to proximal parts near the heart. Furthermore, if f = 0 and Pext,   and
A0 are constant along x, then
dW
dt = 0, which implies that Eq. (9) is decoupled into two linear
advection equations; i.e. Wf and Wb are constant along Cf and Cb, respectively. In this case,
Wf and Wb are generally known as the Riemann invariants. Therefore, blood pressure and flow
measured at any point in a compliant vessel may be described as the combination of forward- and
backward-travelling waves.
The characteristic variables Wf and Wb are usually given by the boundary conditions (see
Sections 2.6 and Appendix 2). However, in more complex cases in which changes are imposed
upon the vessel (e.g. an external pressure applied on the vessel wall), Wf and Wb also depend on
the conditions imposed everywhere along the vessel.
2.5 Numerical solution
The 1-D governing equations can be solved in a given network of arterial segments (e.g. those
shown in Fig. 2, centre) using the method of characteristics [26, 66], finite element methods, such
as Galerkin [67, 68, 46, 57] and Taylor-Galerkin (combined with operator splitting techniques)
[58] schemes, and finite di↵erence methods, such as the Lax-Wendro↵ method [42, 45] and the
MacCormack method [56]. We solve Eqs. (2) and (4) using a discontinuous Galerkin scheme (see
Appendix 2 for details).
2.6 Boundary conditions
Given that we have a convection-dominated problem with subcritical flow, we need to prescribe one
boundary condition at both the inlet and outlet of each arterial segment ⌦. We classify them into
inflow (Section 2.6.1), junction (Section 2.6.2) and terminal (Section 2.6.3) boundary conditions.
Appendix 2 shows how we prescribe them in our discontinuous Galerkin scheme.
2.6.1 Inflow boundary condition
This condition usually accounts for the flow at the inlet of the ascending aorta, the aortic root
(Segment 1 in Fig. 2, centre), which is connected to the left ventricle of the heart through the
14The flow can be supercritical in stenosis [63].
15To satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann condition
@2Wf,b
@A @U =
@2Wf,b
@U@A we must have a constant   in L (7). Without loss of
generality we assume   = 1.
16Moens [64] and Korteweg [65] independently derived the equation c =
q
Eh
2⇢R0 for the pulse wave speed, which
is similar to the equation for c0.
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aortic valve. There, we usually prescribe the volume flow rate measured in vivo, Qin(t); an example
is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom left). For each cardiac cycle, Qin(t) consists of a systolic and a diastolic
phase, with the latter lasting about twice the time of the former under resting conditions. During
systole the heart muscle contracts and blood is pumped into the aorta. At the end of systole the
flow reverses shutting the aortic valve. This helps increase the flow toward the coronary arteries
that branch o↵ the aortic root to perfuse the heart17. During diastole the heart muscle relaxes
and the left ventricle is refilled with blood.
In a healthy adult at rest, the heart rate is about 70 beats/min (bpm), giving a cardiac period
of just less than 1 s. Each ventricle ejects about 70–100 mL of blood per stroke; the stroke volume.
The net volume of blood ejected from the left ventricle to the ascending aorta per unit of time, the
cardiac output, is around 6 l/min.18 During strenuous exercise it can increase to about 25 l/min.
More sophisticated boundary conditions at the aortic root have been developed to model the
coupling between the left ventricle in the heart, the aortic valve and the arterial vasculature (the
ventricular-vascular coupling); e.g. using lumped parameter models [71, 68, 47]. Some of these
models include a 1-D representation of the larger coronary arteries.
2.6.2 Junction matching conditions
In the 1-D formulation the nodes connecting the arterial segments are treated as discontinuities,
which is consistent with the long-wavelength approximation. Detailed 3-D calculations of flow at
arterial bifurcations show that the flow is generally very complex with the possibility of transient
separation and the development of secondary flows. Most of these flow features are confined to
the region near the bifurcation and their e↵ect on pulse wave propagation is commonly neglected
in the 1-D formulation, again due to the long wavelength approximation.
Junction matching conditions allow us to connect individual arterial domains to form an arterial
network. Here we will consider two types of junctions: (a) splitting flow (Fig. 5, left) and (b)
merging flow (Fig. 5, right). In (a) the outlet of the parent vessel is connected to the inlets of the
daughter vessels, whereas in (b) the inlet of the parent vessel is connected to the outlets of the
daughter vessels.
Figure 6: Nomenclature for the two types of junctions considered: splitting flow (left) and merging flow
(right). The arrows indicate the positive direction of the axial coordinate x.
 t, we require continuity of the forward Riemann variable in the parent vessel and the backward
Riemann variable in the two daughter vessels. Energy losses at the junction are usually neglected.
Some works have modelled them as a function of the flow rate, bifurcation angles [J.C. Stettler, P.
Niederer and M. Anliker, Theoretical analysis of arterial hemodynamics including the influence of
bifurcations, part i: Mathematical model and prediction of normal pulse patterns. Annals Biomed.
Eng. 9 (1981) 145164.] and some experimentally measured coe cients for steady flow [51, 53, 26].
3.4.3 Terminal boundary conditions
Only the large arteries are simulated, since the rest of arteries and the arterioles and capillary
beds are too large in number, it is di cult to measure their geometric and elastic properties, and
the assumptions of the 1-D formulation are only valid for blood flow in arteries. The e↵ect of
the flow resistance, compliance and inertia of the smaller vessels on pulse wave propagation in the
large arteries is simulated by lumped parameter models or zero-dimensional models (0-D) coupled
to the terminal branches of the 1-D model. Flow is dominated by inertia in the largest arteries,
whereas in the smaller arteries it is dominated by viscosity, so peripheral resistance very important.
Because of the long wave approximation, it can be assumed that the entire segment essentially
pulses in synchrony in downstream vessels.
Any arterial 1-D model has to be truncated after a relatively small number of generations
of bifurcations, since the 1-D assumptions become unreasonable for small arteries (less than 1
mm in diameter). The perfusion of downstream vessels is usually simulated by coupling lumped
parameter models (or zero-dimensional, 0-D , models) to the outflow of each 1-D model terminal
branch. These 0-D models relate the flow to pressure at the outflow of each terminal artery of
the 1-D model. They account for the resistance and compliance of peripheral vessels and are
typically represented using electrical circuits (Fig. ??), because of the analogy that exists between
the linearised 1-D flow equations and the transmission line equations. [Mention minimisation of
21
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Splitting flow Merging flow
(Aa, Ua)(Aa, Ua) (A
b, U b)
(Ac, U c)(Ac, U c)
(Ab, U b)
Figure 5: Nomenclature for the two types of junctions considered: splitting flow (left) and merging flow
(right). The arrows indicate the positive direction of the axial coordinate x.
Splitting flow junctions are the most common arrangement in large human systemic arteries
(Fig. 2, bottom left). Merging flow junctions allow u to simulate a astomosis which appear in
more peripheral arteries, such as the circle of Willis in the cerebral circulation [72], the palmar
arch in the hand [73] and the plantar arch in the foot. They are also important for modelling
surgical interventions, such as arterial bypass grafting [67, 74]. Merging flow junctions are the
most common arrangement in the venous system.
Energy losses at the junction ar usually neglected, although ome works have modelled them
as a function of the flow rate and bifurcation angles [27, 58, 67, 75].
17An important feature of cardiac physiology is that, unlike other organs, the perfusion of the heart itself occurs
predominately during diastole. This is because the contraction of the myocardium compresses the coronary blood
vessels embedded within it, greatly increasing their resistance to flow [69, 70].
18Since the total blood volume in a normal adult is about 5 l, this means that the mean circulation time is less
than a minute.
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2.6.3 Terminal boundary conditions
Any arterial 1-D model has to be truncated after a relatively small number of generations of
bifurcations, since 1-D model assumptions, such as blood being a continuum and Newtonian fluid,
fail as the relative size of red blood cells to vessel diameter increases. In the most peripheral vessels
(small arteries, arterioles and capillaries), fluid resistance dominates over wall compliance and fluid
inertia, which are both dominant in large arteries.
The e↵ect of peripheral resistance, compliance and fluid inertia on pulse wave propagation in
large 1-D model arteries is commonly simulated using linear lumped parameter models (or zero-
dimensional (0-D) models) coupled to the 1-D model terminal branches. Peripheral 0-D models
are typically represented using electric circuits because of the analogy that exists between the
linearised 1-D flow equations and the electric transmission line equations (see Section 3.1).
The RCR model shown in Fig. 13 (right) is a commonly used 0-D model. It consists of a
resistance R1 connected in series with a parallel combination of a second resistance R2 and a
compliance C; Pout is the pressure at which flow to the microcirculation ceases19. This model
relates pressure and the flow at the end point of a 1-D domain ⌦ through
Q
✓
1 +
R1
R2
◆
+ CR1
@Q
@t
=
Pe   Pout
R2
+ C
@Pe
@t
. (14)
More sophisticated terminal models include 0-D models with time-dependent resistances to simu-
late flow control mechanisms [77], single tapering vessels [68] and structured-tree networks [78, 79]
to capture some wave propagation phenomenon in downstream vessels, and 0-D (compartmental)
models of the parts of the cardiovascular system that are not simulated using the 1-D formulation
(e.g. the chambers of the heart and the venous circulation) [80, 81].
2.7 Tests using in vivo and in vitro data
The 1-D formulation has been satisfactorily tested by comparison with in vivo [82, 42, 67, 47, 83]
and in vitro [84, 60, 75, 57, 56, 85] data in large systemic arteries. We have tested Eqs. (2) and
(4) by comparison against in vitro data in a 1:1 replica of the 37 largest conduit arteries made of
distensible silicone tubes (Fig. 6) [57]. The aorta is connected to a pump, which simulates the
left ventricle, and the terminal branches are connected through resistance elements to a returning
circuit, which simulates the venous return.
In this model we could accurately measure pressure and flow rate with time in the silicone
network at over 70 locations and all the physical parameters required to run the 1-D model. Com-
parison of experimental and numerical waveforms (Fig. 6) shows the ability of the 1-D formulation
to simulate pulse wave propagation in large arterial networks with reasonable accuracy.
However, the accuracy of the simulations relies on accurate measurements of all the model
parameters, which is very challenging for patient-specific simulations. In vivo, we can obtain the
geometry from medical images, such as CT, MR, 3D ultrasound (3DUS) and IVUS [87, 83], and
vascular casts if we are working with animal models (Fig. 7). We can also measure the flow at
the ascending aorta (using either magnetic resonance imaging [88] or ultrasound [89, p. 38]) and
prescribe it as the inflow boundary condition, Qin(t). For the rest of parameters we can use the
1-D formulation to find analytical relationships between them and data that can be measured in
vivo (see Section 4), based on a theoretical understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying
the shape of the pulse waveform (see Section 3). We will first describe the model that we use here
to illustrate the results described in Sections 3 and 4.
2.8 Model of the 55 larger systemic arteries in the human
We solve the nonlinear 1-D equations (2) and (4) in the 55 larger arteries in the human (Fig. 2, cen-
tre). Tables 1 and 2 show their properties, which are based on data in young and healthy humans
19In general, Pout is much larger than the venous pressure due to waterfall e↵ects [76].
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Figure 6: Experimental (exp) and simulated (num) pressure and flow waveforms in the right carotid artery
(left), thoracic aorta (right) and right femoral artery (bottom) of a 1:1 replica of the 37 largest systemic
arteries (top middle). 1: Pump (left heart); 2: catheter access; 3: aortic valve; 4: peripheral resistance
tube; 5: sti↵ plastic tubing (veins); 6: venous overflow; 7: venous return conduit; 8: bu↵ering reservoir; 9:
pulmonary veins. Note the di↵erent scales of flow rates. (Modified from [57].)
Rabbit arterial cast
Human CT scan
Figure 7: (top) Frontal (or coronal) view (right) and transversal slice (left) of a human thorax obtained
using a CT scanner. The aortic lumen is highlighted in blue on the transversal slide. (right) Cast of the
systemic circulation of a male New Zealand white rabbit. (Modified from [86].)
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Table 1: Parameters of the arterial tree in Model 1 (Fig. 2, centre). Rin ! Rout: mean cross-sectional
radii at the inlet and outlet of the arterial segment (radii decrease linearly); cin ! cout: mean wave speed
at the inlet and outlet of the segment. Mean pressures and flows calculated in the midpoint of the segment.
The wall viscosity ' is 0.5 kPa s in Segments 1, 2, 14, 18, 26–30, 35, 37, 39 and 41; 1.0 kPa s in Segments
3, 4, 19, 34, 42 and 43; 2.5 kPa s in Segments 7, 21, 31, 36, 38, 40, 44 and 50; and 6.0 kPa s in Segments
5, 6, 8, 9–13, 15–17, 20, 22–25, 32, 33, 45–49, and 51–55. The outflow pressure is 1.33 kPa (10 mmHg) at
each terminal branch.
Arterial segment Length Rin ! Rout cin ! cout Mean Mean Peripheral Peripheral
name (cm) (mm) (m s 1) pressure flow resistance compliance
(mmHg) (mL s 1) (mmHg s mL 1) (10 2 mL mmHg 1)
1. Ascending aorta 5.8 15.4 ! 15.4 4.0 ! 4.0 100.1 102.8 - -
2. Aortic arch A 2.3 13.2 ! 12.6 4.2 ! 4.2 100.0 89.3 - -
3. Brachiocephalic 3.9 10.6 ! 9.4 4.5 ! 4.6 99.9 13.5 - -
4. R. subclavian 3.9 6.0 ! 4.7 5.3 ! 5.7 99.9 7.0 - -
5. R. common carotid 10.8 5.7 ! 2.9 5.3 ! 6.5 99.7 6.5 - -
6. R. vertebral 17.1 1.9 ! 1.4 8.1 ! 8.7 89.9 2.3 33.8 1.20
7. R. brachial 48.5 4.2 ! 2.4 6.4 ! 7.5 95.1 4.7 - -
8. R. radial 27.0 1.9 ! 1.6 8.0 ! 8.4 81.2 2.4 29.7 1.32
9. R. ulnar A 7.7 1.9 ! 1.7 8.0 ! 8.2 91.9 2.3 - -
10. R. interosseous 9.1 1.1 ! 0.9 9.5 ! 10.0 89.2 0.2 474.2 0.43
11. R. ulnar B 19.7 1.6 ! 1.4 8.4 ! 8.7 75.6 2.2 29.7 1.03
12. R. internal carotid 20.5 2.9 ! 2.2 7.1 ! 7.7 92.2 5.8 14.1 3.45
13. R. external carotid 18.7 1.3 ! 0.8 9.1 ! 10.4 71.5 0.7 78.2 2.57
14. Aortic arch B 4.5 11.2 ! 10.9 4.4 ! 4.4 99.6 83.8 - -
15. L. common carotid 16.0 5.1 ! 2.5 5.5 ! 6.8 98.9 5.5 - -
16. L. internal carotid 20.5 2.2 ! 1.7 7.7 ! 8.2 83.3 5.1 14.1 2.52
17. L. external carotid 18.7 1.0 ! 0.6 9.8 ! 11.1 54.1 0.5 78.2 2.31
18. Thoracic aorta A 6.0 10.4 ! 9.9 4.5 ! 4.6 99.4 76.5 - -
19. L. subclavian 3.9 5.7 ! 4.4 5.3 ! 5.8 105.4 7.2 - -
20. L. vertebral 17.0 1.9 ! 1.4 8.1 ! 8.7 89.9 2.3 33.8 1.20
21. L. brachial 48.5 4.2 ! 2.4 6.4 ! 7.5 94.8 4.9 - -
22. L. radial 27.0 1.8 ! 1.4 8.2 ! 8.7 76.9 2.2 29.7 1.13
23. L. ulnar A 7.7 2.2 ! 2.2 7.7 ! 7.7 93.0 2.7 - -
24. L. interosseous 9.1 0.9 ! 0.9 10.0 ! 10.0 89.6 0.2 474.2 0.37
25. L. ulnar B 19.7 2.1 ! 1.9 7.8 ! 8.0 86.6 2.6 29.7 1.73
26. Intercostals 9.2 6.6 ! 4.9 5.1 ! 5.6 99.2 2.0 45 13.9
27. Thoracic aorta B 12.0 8.6 ! 6.7 4.7 ! 5.1 97.9 74.5 - -
28. Abdominal aorta A 6.1 6.3 ! 6.3 5.2 ! 5.2 97.5 61.3 - -
29. Celiac A 2.3 4.1 ! 3.6 5.9 ! 6.1 97.9 13.2 - -
30. Celiac B 2.3 2.7 ! 2.5 6.7 ! 6.8 97.8 8.9 - -
31. Hepatic 7.6 2.8 ! 2.3 7.2 ! 7.6 97.3 4.3 20.4 2.73
32. Gastric 8.2 1.6 ! 1.5 8.4 ! 8.5 91.7 2.6 30.4 1.09
33. Splenic 7.2 2.2 ! 2.0 7.7 ! 7.9 93.4 6.3 13.1 1.87
34. Superior mesenteric 6.8 4.1 ! 3.7 5.9 ! 6.1 97.5 16.7 5.2 6.41
35. Abdominal aorta B 2.3 6.0 ! 5.9 5.3 ! 5.3 97.5 44.6 - -
36. L. renal 3.7 2.7 ! 2.7 6.7 ! 6.7 95.8 13.4 6.4 3.08
37. Abdominal aorta C 2.3 6.1 ! 6.1 5.2 ! 5.2 97.4 31.2 - -
38. R. renal 3.7 2.7 ! 2.7 6.7 ! 6.7 95.4 13.4 6.4 3.08
39. Abdominal aorta D 12.2 6.0 ! 5.7 5.3 ! 5.3 97.2 17.8 - -
40. Inferior mesenteric 5.8 2.4 ! 1.6 7.5 ! 8.4 96.9 2.2 38.7 1.78
41. Abdominal aorta E 2.3 5.6 ! 5.4 5.4 ! 5.4 97.1 15.6 - -
42. L. common iliac 6.8 4.1 ! 3.6 5.9 ! 6.1 96.9 7.8 - -
43. R. common iliac 6.8 4.1 ! 3.6 5.9 ! 6.1 96.9 7.8 - -
44. L. external iliac 16.6 3.3 ! 3.1 6.3 ! 6.3 95.4 5.9 - -
45. L. internal iliac 5.8 2.1 ! 2.1 7.9 ! 7.9 95.9 1.9 44.7 1.82
46. L. femoral 50.9 2.7 ! 1.9 7.3 ! 7.9 84.9 2.9 - -
47. L. deep femoral 14.5 2.1 ! 1.9 7.9 ! 8.0 90.2 3.0 26.8 1.69
48. L. posterior tibial 36.9 1.6 ! 1.4 8.4 ! 8.6 58.3 1.8 26.8 0.99
49. L. anterior tibial 39.8 1.3 ! 1.1 8.9 ! 9.1 45.6 1.1 31.4 0.68
50. R. external iliac 16.6 3.3 ! 3.1 6.3 ! 6.3 95.4 5.9 - -
51. R. internal iliac 5.8 2.1 ! 2.1 7.9 ! 7.9 95.9 1.9 44.7 1.82
52. R. femoral 50.9 2.7 ! 1.9 7.3 ! 7.9 84.9 2.9 - -
53. R. deep femoral 14.5 2.1 ! 1.9 7.9 ! 8.0 90.2 3.0 26.8 1.69
54. R. posterior tibial 36.9 1.6 ! 1.4 8.4 ! 8.6 58.3 1.8 26.8 0.99
55. R. anterior tibial 39.8 1.3 ! 1.1 8.9 ! 9.1 45.6 1.1 31.4 0.68
[90, 53, 47]. We prescribe the periodic flow rate shown in Fig. 2 (bottom left) as the boundary
condition at the inlet of the ascending aorta (Segment 1) and couple RCR models to each terminal
branch. We divide arterial segments into non-overlapping elements with a 2 cm length and a poly-
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Table 2: Reflection coe cients at the arterial junctions of Model 1 for a wave coming from the parent
vessel (Raf ), the daughter vessel I (R
b
f ) and the daughter vessel II (R
c
f ). They are calculated using Eq. (19)
with mean (time-averaged) radii and wave speeds. The last column indicates the ratio of the sum of the
two daughter mean areas to the parent mean area.
Parent—Daughter I—Daughter II Raf R
b
f R
c
f Area ratio
1—2—3 -0.06 -0.34 -0.60 1.2
2—14—15 0.06 -0.19 -0.87 1.0
3—4—5 0.20 -0.58 -0.62 0.8
4—6—7 0.09 -0.87 -0.22 1.0
5—12—13 -0.03 -0.11 -0.87 1.2
7—8—9 -0.07 -0.46 -0.46 1.2
9—10—11 -0.09 -0.70 -0.21 1.3
14—18—19 -0.07 -0.15 -0.79 1.2
15—16—17 0.11 -0.23 -0.88 0.9
18—26—27 -0.06 -0.63 -0.31 1.2
19—20—21 0.02 -0.86 -0.16 1.1
21—22—23 -0.14 -0.56 -0.30 1.4
23—24—25 -0.01 -0.87 -0.12 1.1
27—28—29 -0.09 -0.20 -0.71 1.3
28—34—35 -0.11 -0.67 -0.22 1.3
29—30—31 -0.02 -0.49 -0.49 1.2
30—32—33 0.01 -0.65 -0.35 1.2
35—36—37 -0.12 -0.85 -0.03 1.3
37—38—39 -0.05 -0.86 -0.09 1.2
39—40—41 -0.04 -0.88 -0.08 1.1
41—42—43 -0.03 -0.49 -0.49 1.2
42—44—45 -0.03 -0.21 -0.76 1.2
43—50—51 -0.03 -0.21 -0.76 1.2
44—46—47 0.01 -0.36 -0.65 1.2
46—48—49 -0.02 -0.39 -0.59 1.1
50—52—53 0.01 -0.36 -0.65 1.2
52—54—55 -0.02 -0.39 -0.59 1.1
Table 3: Comparison of simulated haemodynamic quantities at the aortic root with their corresponding
values measured in vivo in the supine position (first four rows). SP: systolic pressure; MP: mean pressure;
DP: diastolic pressure; HR: heart rate; CO: cardiac output; SV: stroke volume; AR: aortic radius.
SP MP DP HR CO SV CT AR
(mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (bpm) (L min 1) (mL) (mL mmHg 1) (cm)
Normal [90]       72± 3 6.9± 0.4 96± 10 2.27± 0.07 –
Hypertensive [90]       72± 3 6.6± 0.3 92± 8 1.61± 0.04 –
Type C [91] 116± 7 99± 5 80± 4 80± 5 7.5± 0.3 95± 6 – 1.2± 0.1
Mean [91] 117± 3 96± 2 77± 2 76± 3 6.9± 0.2 92± 3 – 1.2± 0.03
Mean [92]   91± 8   69± 6 6.5± 0.8 – – –
Model M1 119.4 99.8 79.0 63 6.17 98.2 1.68† 1.5‡
Model M2 141.0 99.8 61.8 63 6.17 98.2 0.93† 1.5‡
Model M3 150.9 131.5 110.7 63 6.17 98.2 1.71† 1.5‡
Model M4 171.3 131.7 93.5 63 6.17 98.2 0.98† 1.5‡
† CT = Cc + Cp is calculated using Eq. (23) with time-averaged radii and wave speeds and Ci0D =
R li
0
Ci1Ddx
to account for the changes of Ci1D with x in our models due to tapering.
‡Mean value over one cardiac cycle.
nomial order of 3. Elements or segments shorter than 1.5 cm are given a polynomial order of 2.
Figure 2 shows the simulated pressure and flow with time in several arterial segments. They
exhibit the following characteristic features observed in vivo under normal conditions. Pressure
evolves between a maximum value, the systolic pressure, and a minimum value, the diastolic
pressure. Their di↵erence (the pulse pressure) tends to increase in the aorta as we move away from
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Table 4: Comparison of simulated haemodynamic quantities in the midpoint of the left and right (between
brackets) brachial arteries (Segments 7 and 21, respectively) with their corresponding values measured in
vivo in the supine position (first two rows). SP: systolic pressure; MP: mean pressure; DP: diastolic pressure;
HR: heart rate.
Age SP MP DP HR
(year) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (bpm)
Normal [90] 37± 2 126± 3 90.7± 11 71± 3 72± 3
Hypertensive† [90] 39± 1 181± 4 132.4± 11 100± 2 72± 3
Model M1 15  30 128.4 (129.1) 98.5 (98.6) 75.9 (76.2) 63
Model M2 15  30 145.3 (144.4) 98.4 (98.6) 59.4 (59.6) 63
Model M3 15  30 159.8 (160.6) 130.1 (130.3) 107.2 (107.5) 63
Model M4 15  30 175.5 (174.7) 130.3 (130.4) 90.7 (90.9) 63
†Patients were considered to be hypertensive if DP   90 mmHg.
the heart, whereas mean pressure gradually decreases20 [41, 2] due to the cumulative e↵ect of wall
friction. At the ascending aorta, the systolic ejection yields a sudden rise in pressure followed by
a sharp drop. A second smaller pressure peak is observed at the start of diastole, which forms
the dicrotic notch, followed by a much smoother pressure decrease. The dicrotic notch vanishes
in the aorta somewhere in the thoracic region (Fig. 1), but is observed in other proximal arteries
such as the common carotid [62] and coronary [69] arteries. Moreover, the initial pressure increase
becomes steeper and narrower in time in more peripheral locations (wave steepening) [41] and a
pressure wide peak appears from the abdominal aorta to the leg arteries [41] and in the brachial
artery [90]. The area–pressure curve exhibits hysteresis (Fig. 8a) due to wall visco-elasticity.
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Figure 8: Simulated area–pressure curve (a), pressure with time (b) and flow rate with time (c) in the
midpoint of the right radial artery of the 55-artery normal young model (Segment 12). Visco-elastic and
purely-elastic results are compared.
As we move away from the heart, the flow waveform is characterised by an increase in width,
a decrease in reversed flow, and a reduction in amplitude and mean value because of flow division
at branching sites. Reversed flow is typically absent in the suprarenal region of the aorta [47]
and carotid arteries, where the flow is called antegrade (unidirectional toward the head)21 [72, 93].
There is, however, a region of reversed flow in early diastole in the infrarenal region of the aorta
and leg arteries [94].
Pressure and velocity waveforms are altered by ageing [95], hypertension [96], vascular disease
[97], postural changes [35], pharmacological interventions [96, 98] and clinical maneuvers [92]. We
can use the 1-D formulation to study physical mechanisms underlying these alterations, which we
illustrate using three variations of the 55-artery model described above (hereinafter referred to as
Model M1; normal young):
• Model M2; normal old : The elastic modulus E is increased three-fold in all the arterial
20This is di cult to observe in Fig. 2 since the decrease in mean pressure is small compared to the pulse pressure.
21In normal conditions, the internal carotid and renal arteries have smaller peripheral vascular resistances than
other arteries of similar calibre, such as the ulnar and femoral arteries.
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segments except for the terminal branches.22
• Model M3; hypertensive young : The total resistance R1+R2 at the outflow of each 1-D model
terminal branch (Fig. 13, right) is increased by 40%. The initial areas A0(x) are calculated
using Eq. (30) with a reference pressure Pref = 130 mmHg that is 40% greater than in M1.
• Model M4; hypertensive old : It combines the changes introduced in M2 and M3.
Tables 3 and 4 compare general haemodynamic data produced by the di↵erent models with
the corresponding values measured in vivo in normal patients [90, 91, 92].
3 Linear analysis of the 1-D formulation
To further analyse the mechanisms underlying the shape of the pressure and flow waveforms we
can linearise Eqs. (1) and (4) about the reference state (A,P, Pe, Q) = (A0, 0, 0, 0), with  , A0 and
  constant along x, which yields8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
C1D
@pe
@t
+
@q
@x
= 0,
L1D
@q
@t
+
@pe
@x
    @
2q
@x2
=  R1Dq,
p = pe     @q
@x
, pe =
a
C1D
,   =
 
A3/20
,
(15)
where a, p, pe and q are the perturbation variables for area, pressure, elastic component of pressure,
and flow rate, respectively, i.e. (A,P, Pe, Q) = (A0 + a, p, pe, q), and
C1D =
2A3/20
 
, L1D =
⇢
A0
, R1D =
2(⇣ + 2)⇡µ
A20
(16)
are the elastic wall compliance, fluid inertia and viscous resistance (due to blood viscosity), re-
spectively, per unit length of vessel.
These equations allow us to study local e↵ects of the parameters of an arterial segment on the
pulse waveform (Section 3.1), reflected waves at arterial junctions, terminal branches and aortic
valve (Section 3.2), and global e↵ects involving the arterial network as a whole (Section 3.3).
3.1 Waveforms in a single arterial segment
The method of characteristics (Section 2.4) applied to Eqs. (15) with zero fluid and wall viscosity
(µ =   = 0), shows that linear changes in pressure, pe(x, t), and flow, q(x, t), are propagated in
straight characteristic lines; forward by wf at a speed c0 and backward by wb at a speed  c0, with
wf,b = q ± peZ0 , Z0 =
⇢c0
A0
, c0 =
q
1/(C1DL1D). (17)
The variables wf and wb are the linear Riemann variables and Z0 is the characteristic impedance23
of the vessel.24 For waves propagating only in the forward direction we have wb = 0 and, hence,
pe = Z0q; for waves propagating only in the backward direction, wf = 0 yields pe =  Z0q. Thus,
22With age, E increases due to a loss of elastin and earlier engagement of collagen fibres with pressure increases.
23In the mammalian systemic circulation, the aortic Z0 is about 5-7% of the peripheral resistance RT introduced
by Eq. (21) [99].
24Equations (17) are the linear form of the water hammer equations. For the nonlinear system they are dPf,b =
±⇢c dUf,b [100].
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the sti↵er the vessel is the faster the pulse wave propagates and, in a vessel without any wave
reflection, the greater the pressure amplitude is for a given flow amplitude.
Fourier analysis allows us to study the e↵ect of fluid and wall viscosity on pulse wave propaga-
tion. If L1D >  C1DR1D (i.e. fluid inertia dominates over the combined e↵ect of wall compliance
and fluid and wall viscous damping), which is equivalent to ⇢EA0 > 2(⇣ +2)⇡'µ, then the ampli-
tude of the pressure and flow waves decays exponentially with distance x [101]. This is satisfied for
the aorta in normal conditions, since ⇢EA0 is two orders of magnitude greater than 2(⇣+2)⇡'µ. It
is usually satisfied for arteries with smaller diameter, since the decrease in A0 is counterbalanced
by the increase in the Young’s modulus E and the decrease in the velocity profile constant ⇣.
Indeed, peripheral arteries are sti↵er than the aorta [2, Chap. 7] and have a velocity profile closer
to parabolic [79].
The visco-elastic damping (or attenuation25) with distance is greater with the increasing fre-
quency of the wave, blood viscosity, µ, and wall viscosity, ', and the decreasing Young’s modulus,
E, and arterial cross-sectional area, A0. At low frequencies the damping due to µ is dominant,
whereas at higher frequencies the damping due to ' dominates [103, 101].
Consistent with these results, blood viscosity decreases the magnitude of the pressure waveform
with distance in the 55-artery model, without significantly modifying its shape, whereas wall
viscosity smoothes the high-frequency components of both the pressure and flow waveforms (Fig.
8b,c), specially in peripheral branches [104, 47, 101]. This smoothing mechanism is responsible for
the progressive disappearance of the dicrotic notch with the distance from the heart26.
Wall viscosity also causes wave dispersion; i.e. higher-frequency waves travel faster than lower-
frequency ones. This leads to an earlier arrival of the feet of the pressure and flow waveforms (Fig.
8b,c). Another visco-elastic e↵ect is the amplification of the pulse pressure in early systole, due to
the expansion of the vessel wall (@A/@t > 0) (Fig. 8b), which is in agreement with Eq. (4). The
opposite e↵ect is observed when the vessel wall relaxes (@A/@t < 0) in late systole and diastole.
System (15) can be further simplified by integration over the length, l, of an arterial domain
⌦ =2 [0, l], which yields8>>>><>>>>:
C0D
depe
dt
+ qout   qin = 0
L0D
deq
dt
+ peout   pein    
✓
@qout
@x
  @qin
@x
◆
=  R0Deq
, (18)
where
qin(t) = q(0, t), pein(t) = pe(0, t),
@qin
@x
(t) =
@q
@x
(0, t),
qout(t) = q(l, t), peout(t) = pe(l, t),
@qout
@x
(t) =
@q
@x
(l, t),
R0D = R1Dl, L0D = L1Dl, and C0D = C1Dl. The space-averaged elastic pressure and flow rate over
the arterial segment are given, respectively, by epe(t) = 1l R l0 pe dx and eq(t) = 1l R l0 q dx.
Neglecting wall viscosity and assuming epe = pin and eq = qout27 a finite number N of 0-D systems
governed by Eq. (18), each with length  x = l/N , discretise, at first-order accuracy in space, a
linear continuous 1-D model arterial segment of length l governed by Eq. (15) [105]. The resulting
system is analogous to the electric transmission line equations, in which the role of the flow and
pressure are played by the electric current and potential, respectively, the total fluid resistance of
the segment, R0D, corresponds to an electric resistance, the total fluid inertia, L0D, is equivalent to
25Methods for the measurement and analysis of wave attenuation in the presence of reflections are discussed in
[102].
26The dicrotic notch is present in the abdominal aorta of the normal young model if wall viscosity is neglected.
27Because of the long wavelength approximation, the entire arterial segment is assumed to pulse in synchrony,
except for the outlet pressure and inlet flow, which are changed by the wall compliance, fluid inertia and wall
resistance.
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Figure 10: (left) A finite number of this 0-D electric analogous models discretrise, at first-order accuracy
in space, a linear continuous 1-D model arterial segment of length l governed by Eq. (39) [75].
tems, each with length  x = l/N , discretise, at first-order accuracy in space, a linear continuous
1-D model arterial segment of length l governed by Eq. (39) [75]. The resulting system is analogous
to the electric transmission line equations, in which the role of the flow and pressure are played
by the electric current and potential, respectively, the total fluid resistance of the segment, R0D,
corresponds to an electric resistance, the total fluid inertia, L0D, is equivalent to an inductance,
and the total arterial compliance, C0D, is matched by a capacitance (Fig. 10). Based on this
linear approach, numerical [22] and electric analog [21] models have been produced to simulate
pulse wave propagation in the systemic arterial tree.
4.2 Wave reflections
The linearised system of governing equations yields an analytical solution of wave reflection and
transmission at points where the physical properties of the arteries change. At a splitting or
merging flow junction (Fig. 6), the reflection coe cients for waves propagating in the parent, Raf ,
and two daughter, Rbf and R
c
f , vessels can be defined as the ratio of the change of pressure (or area)
across the reflected wave to the change of pressure (or area) in the incident wave. (Hereinafter,
the superscripts a, b and c will be used to refer to the parent and first and second daughter vessels,
respectively.) They can be expressed as a function of the characteristic admittance of each segment,
Y j0 = 1/Z
j
0 = ⇢c
j/Aj0, j = a, b, c (see Appendix 3),
Raf =
Y a0   Y b0   Y c0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, Rbf =
Y b0   Y c0   Y a0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, Rcf =
Y c0   Y a0   Y b0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
. (43)
The transmission coe cients for waves propagating in the parent, T a, and two daughter, T b
and T c, vessels can be defined as the ratio of the pressure perturbation transmitted to the other
two vessels to the pressure perturbation in the vessel where the initial wave is propagated. In
Appendix 3 we show that T j = 1 +Rjf (j = a, b, c).
In normal conditions, the arterial junctions found in the aorta and first generation of bifur-
cations are close to well-matched for the propagation of waves travelling from the heart to the
27
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Figure 9: (left) A finite number of this 0-D electric analogous model governed by Eq. (18) discretrises,
at first-order accuracy in space, a linear continuous 1-D model arterial segment of length l governed by
Eq. (15) [105]. (right) The pressure pw(t) dictated by this analog electric circuit provides a 0-D order
approximation to the pressure waveform that is particularly accurate during diastole.
an inductance, and the total arterial compliance, C0D, is matched by a capacitance (Fig. 9, left).
Based on this linear approach, numerical [104, 106, 107, 108] and electric analog [109] models have
been produced to simulate pulse wave propagation in th systemic arterial tree.
Zero-dimensional models are also used to simulate the entire circulatory system as a collection
of compartments, in which the systemic arterial circulation can be represented as a single 0-D com-
partment. These models allow us to study (simplified) haemodynamics in the entire circulatory
system and the hydraulic load on the isolated heart and cardiac assisted devices [110, 111, 112, 21].
3.2 Wave reflections
The linearised system of governing equations yields an analytical solution for wave reflection and
transmission at points where the physical pr p rties of the arteries change. At a splitting and
merging flow junction (Fig. 5), the reflection coe cients for waves propagating in the parent, Raf ,
and two daughter, Rbf and R
c
f , vessels can be defined as the ratio of the change of pressure (or area)
across the reflected wave to the change of pressure (or area) in the incident wave. (Hereinafter,
the superscripts a, b and c will be used to refer to the parent and first and second daughter vessels,
respectively.) T ey can be expressed as a function of the characteristic dmittance of each segment,
Y j0 = 1/Z
j
0 = ⇢c
j/Aj0, j = a, b, c (see Appendix 3),
Raf =
Y a0   Y b0   Y c0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, Rbf =
Y b0   Y c0   Y0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, Rcf =
Y c0   Y a0   Y b0
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
. (19)
The transmission coe cients for waves propagating in the parent, T a, and two daughter, T b
and T c, vessels can be defined as the ratio of the pressure perturbation transmitted to the other
two vessels to the pressure perturbation in the vessel where the initial wave is propagated. In
Appendix 3 we show that T j = 1 + Rjf , j = a, b, c. These are e↵ectively Kircho↵’s laws at the
junctions.
In normal conditions, the junctions in the aorta and first generation of bifurcations are close
to well-matched for the propagation of waves travelling from the heart to the periphery; i.e.
Raf ⇡ 0 [113, 114, 86]. Note that if Raf = 0 then Y a0 = Y b0 + Y c0 and, hence,  1 < Rbf =
 Y c0 /(Y b0 + Y c0 ) < 0 and  1 < Rcf =  Y b0 /(Y b0 + Y c0 ) < 0. This means that the same junctions
are necessarily poorly-matched for waves travelling from the periphery to the heart and generate
reflected waves with a negative reflection coe cient. Thus, as waves travel progressively further
down the generations of bifurcations of the arterial tree, their reflections e↵ectively become trapped,
with an ever diminishing proportion of their amplitude making the way back to proximal arteries.
This wave trapping mechanism prevents distal changes in pressure and velocity from being seen in
the proximal aorta [115].
Table 2 shows Raf , R
b
f and R
c
f in all the junctions of the 55-artery normal young model (M1),
which are calculated using Eq. (19) with time-averaged radii and wave speeds.
The reflection coe cient at the outlet of each 1-D model terminal branch coupled to a single
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resistance R1 is [116]
Rf =
R1   Z0
R1 + Z0
. (20)
Note that R1 = Z0 yields Rf = 0; i.e. any incoming wave is completely absorbed by the 0-D model.
For the RCR model in Fig. 13 (right), R1 = 0 yields spurious wave reflections and R1 = Z0
minimises wave reflections [116]. We use the latter in all terminal branches of the di↵erent models.
At the aortic valve we can define a time-varying reflection coe cient, Rv, as the ratio of the
pressure or flow change associated with the reflected pulse wave to that of the incident wave. We
have Rv > 1 when the aortic valve is open and Rv = 1 when it is closed [117].
All these reflection coe cients can be expressed in terms of the characteristic flow variables wf
and wb. We have R
j
f =  wjf /wjb at the inlet (Rv =  wf/wb at the aortic valve) and Rjf = wjf /wjb
at the outlet of a segment ⌦j , j = 1, . . . , N .
Reflected waves are also generated due to pathologies in the arterial vasculature, such as stenosis
[118] and aneurysms [108, 119].28
3.3 Waveforms in the arterial network
Consider the arterial tree to be a network of N elastic and uniform arterial segments (or edges)
⌦i, i = 1, . . . , N , in which pulse wave propagation is modelled using the 0-D Eq. (18); initially
without assuming periodicity. For convenience, we assume that i = 1 refers to the ascending aorta
and i = 2, . . . ,M (M < N) refer to terminal segments. We also assume that the flow q1(0, t) is
given and equal to the flow waveform at the inlet of the ascending aorta, Qin(t), and that the
distal ends of ⌦j , j = 2, . . . ,M , are coupled to matched RCR models (Fig. 13, right) relating qjout
to pjeout through Eq. (14) with Q = q
j
out, Pe = p
j
eout , and R
j
1 = Z
j
0 , j = 2, . . . ,M .
Assuming Ri0D = 0, i = 1, . . . , N , which is reasonable since fluid resistance in larger arteries is
much smaller than peripheral resistances [2, Chap. 12]29 we have the following important results.
Time-averaged solution
Under periodic flow conditions we have [101]
pi = Pout +RTQin, i = 1, . . . , N,
1
RT
=
MX
j=2
1
Rj2 + Z
j
0
; (21)
i.e. the cardiac output, Qin, outflow pressure, Pout, and net peripheral resistance, RT, dictate the
time-averaged (mean) pressure, pi, in any arterial segment ⌦i (i = 1, . . . , N) required to perfuse
the microcirculation. Thus, mean pressures throughout the 1-D model arterial segments of the
normal models (M1 and M2) are similar and smaller than in the hypertensive models (M3 and M4),
which have a greater RT (see Fig. 10a and Tables 3 and 4). Mean pressures are not exactly the
same in the models with the same RT due to the di↵erences introduced by fluid viscous dissipation
(through f) within the 1-D model segments. Changes in RT have a small e↵ect on pulse pressure
(Fig. 10a), flow (Fig. 10b) and velocity (Fig. 11b) waveforms.
Inertia-free solution – The Windkessel e↵ect
In general, for a non-periodic flow, the elastic component of blood pressure, pe(x, t), at any point
in the arterial network tends to a space-independent Windkessel pressure, pw(t), with increasing
28The expansions in cross-sectional area in these regions lead to flow recirculation, as can be shown using the
conservation of momentum in Eq. (1) [63, p. 407]. Solving for @P@x and assuming a rigid wall expansion A(x),
inviscid fluid, a velocity profile with ↵ = 1, and an inflow to the expansion Q(t) yields @P@x =   ⇢A dQdt + ⇢Q
2
A3
dA
dt . If the
flow is decelerating and the area is diverging, positive pressure gradients can exist, which make flow separation and
recirculation possible.
29According to Poiseuille flow, flow resistance is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the vessel radius.
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time t in diastole (Fig. 2, top). This is in agreement with in vivo data in the human and dog
[120, 121] being approximately uniform during the last two thirds of diastole. We have [101]
pw = Pout + (pw(T0)  Pout)e 
t T0
RTCT
+ e
  t
RTCT
CT
Z t
T0
✓
Qin(t0) +
PM
j=2
CjZj0R
j
2
Rj2+Z
j
0
dqjout(t
0)
dt0
◆
e
t0
RTCT dt0, t   T0,
(22)
Cc =
NX
i=1
Ci0D, Cp =
MX
j=2
Rj2C
j
Rj2 + Z
j
0
, (23)
where Cc is the total arterial conduit compliance, Cp is the total arterial peripheral compliance,
CT = Cc + Cp is the total arterial compliance, and pw(T0) is the pressure pw at t = T0. The total
pressure pi(x, t) tends to pw +  i
⇣
@q
@x
⌘i
(i = 1, . . . , N), in which  i and
⇣
@q
@x
⌘i
may be di↵erent for
each arterial segment. Fig. 9 (right) shows the analog electric circuit satisfied by pw.
Equation (22) is obtained by setting Li0D = 0, i = 1, . . . , N . Therefore, fluid inertia becomes
negligible compared to wall compliance and fluid peripheral resistance with the increasing time
in diastole, so that changes in pressure can be assumed to occur synchronously throughout the
arteries. Global properties govern these changes: the total arterial compliance, CT, net peripheral
resistance, RT, outflow pressure, Pout, and flow at the inlet of the ascending aorta, Qin30. Wall
visco-elasticity accounts for the di↵erences in total pressure among the di↵erent arterial segments.
Although pw fails to reproduce the wave-like nature of pulse propagation during systole and
early diastole, it provides a 0-D order approximation to the nonlinear pressure P (x, t) in larger
systemic arteries, which allows us to study the (global) e↵ects of CT, RT, Pout and Qin. According
to Eq. (22), CT and RT smooth the intermittent flow out of the heart, Qin (Fig. 2, bottom left),
through the term e
t0
RTCT in the integral. The term 1/CT multiplying the integral a↵ects the peak
pw produced by Qin in systole. Thus, the pulse pressure of pw (and hence P (x, t)) in young models
(M1 and M3) is smaller than in old models (M2 and M4) (Fig. 10a,c), since the former have
more compliant arteries (i.e. greater CT) than the latter (Table 3). These mechanisms are usually
referred to as the Windkessel e↵ect31.
The aorta and other larger arteries behave as a compliance chamber. They provide a reservoir
of high pressure that drives blood flow during diastole, producing smooth and non-intermittent
pressure and flow waveforms throughout the vasculature (Fig. 2). By the time blood reaches the
capillary beds, its flow is relatively steady and slow, which facilitates di↵usive exchange of nutrients
and waste products between the blood and the surrounding tissue.
In vivo measurements in humans show an increase in pulse pressure32 with age [91] and disease
(such as atherosclerosis and diabetes) [126], which may be explained through the role played by CT
in the Windkessel e↵ect. Ageing increases the sti↵ness33 of the arterial wall and, hence, decreases
CT. A smaller CT also reduces the ability of the Windkessel e↵ect to smooth the cardiac output
[95]. Indeed the amplitude of the Windkessel flow qw = (pw   Pout)/RT is greater in old models
(M2 and M4) than in young models (M1 and M3) (Fig. 10d).
If arteries were very rigid (i.e. CT were very small) then pulse wave speeds, c0, would be very
large (Eq. (17))34 and, hence, pressure changes would occur almost synchronously throughout the
cardiac cycle. Thus, pressures elsewhere in the system would be very similar to the intermittent
30Despite Qin ⇡ 0 during normal diastolic conditions, pw(T0) depends on the systolic part of Qin(t).
31The smoothing or bu↵ering e↵ect of the elastic arteries was noted in the 17th century by Borelli and in the 18th
century by Hales, who compared it to the e↵ect of the ‘air chamber’ in fire engine pumps. In 1899 Frank made the
concept quantitative and called it the Windkessel e↵ect using the German translation of ‘air chamber’ [17].
32Pulse pressure has been found to be an important predictor of cardiovascular events that cause morbidity and
mortality [122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. It is also increasingly been recognised an important factor in the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis [126].
33Premature sti↵ening may occur with disease. Note that arterial sti↵ness, unlike arterial compliance and disten-
sibility, is a purely descriptive term that cannot be measured or quantified.
34Fig. 10a,b shows an earlier arrival of the foot of the pulse wave in models with a smaller CT (M2 and M4).
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pressures of the left ventricle. Under these circumstances, the ventricle would need to contract
more vigorously35 to expel the same volume of blood and quicker to provide a steady blood supply
to the microcirculation. Therefore, it would be more likely to develop hypertrophy (a heart muscle
disease) and to fail [127].
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Figure 10: Total (a,b), Windkessel (c,d), conduit (e,f) and peripheral (g,h) pressures (left) and flow rates
(right) with time in the thoracic aorta (Segment 27) of the di↵erent models (Fig. 2, centre). Note that the
flow rate at the aortic root was set to zero (Qin = 0) at the start of the second quasi-steady cardiac cycle
(i.e. cardiac contraction was stopped to simulate an asystole), to prolong pressure and flow decays.
The e↵ect of RT on pw is the same as that described for blood pressure using Eq. (21). During
diastole the aortic valve is closed and, hence, Qin = 0, which reduces Eq. (22) to an approximately
exponential decay to the asymptote Pout with a time constant RTCT. If Cj = 0, j = 2, . . . ,M ,
then pw is exactly the Windkessel pressure introduced by Frank [110], which becomes a mono-
exponential curve with time constant RTCT during diastole.36
35We have recently shown that pw(t) minimises the ventricular hydraulic work for any physiologically or clinically
reasonable Qin, CT and RT [31].
36Note that the linearised system also features a local time constant Zi0C
i
0D = l
i/ci0 for each arterial segment ⌦
i,
i = 1, . . . , N , which is equal to the time it takes a wave to travel the length li of ⌦i.
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3.4 Peripheral and conduit waveforms
Neglecting nonlinear e↵ects, we can post-process the 1-D model results and separate the pressure
and flow waveforms at an arbitrary point in the arterial network into a component made up of
all pulse waves that originated at the periphery, which we call the peripheral waveform, and a
component made up of the rest of pulse waves (these are the result of reflections at the internal
junctions and aortic root), which we call it the conduit waveform.
As detailed in [128], the conduit waveform is obtained by running the original simulation with
terminal branches coupled to single resistances that completely absorb any incident wave; i.e.
Rj1 = Z
j
0 , j = 1, . . . ,M (see Eq. (20)). The peripheral waveform is the di↵erence between the total
waveform and the conduit waveform.
The pressure fall o↵ in diastole is mainly generated by the peripheral waveform (Figs. 10e,g,
12a,c), whereas the shape of the pressure waveform earlier in the cardiac cycle (including the
dicrotic notch) strongly depends on the conduit waveform. Most of the thoracic flow signal is
generated by the conduit waveform (Fig. 10f) with the peripheral waveform featuring some reversed
flow (Fig. 10h). It is also important to note that most of the conduit waveform vanishes at the end
of the cardiac cycle, whereas the peripheral waveform does not. This suggests a strong influence
of peripheral reflections originating in previous cardiac cycles.
Decreasing the total compliance, CT, increases the amplitude of both the conduit and peripheral
waveforms (Fig. 10e,g). Changes in the net resistance RT, however, only a↵ect the peripheral
waveforms (Fig. 10e,g). These results suggest that arterial sti↵ness (which dictates CT) has a
similar e↵ect on reflections originated at internal junctions and aortic root to those originated at
the periphery, whereas peripheral resistances only a↵ect reflections originated at the periphery.
That is, ‘conduit’ and ‘peripheral’ mechanisms underlie changes in pulse pressure, whereas only
‘peripheral’ mechanisms underlie changes in mean pressure.
4 Pulse wave analysis using in vivo data
The results shown in Section 3 rely on an accurate knowledge of all the physical properties of the
system. In in vivo studies, however, we have far less data available; in many cases only a few
measurements of pressure, flow and arterial wall displacement. Blood velocity and flow (includ-
ing the cardiac output) can be measured with time using Doppler ultrasound [89] and magnetic
resonance (MR) [88, 47, 83]. In animal studies, invasive flow measurements can be obtained using
electromagnetic flowmeters, fluorescent microspheres, scintigraphy and laser Doppler anemome-
try. Blood pressure can be recorded noninvasively in superficial arteries, such as carotid, brachial,
radial and femoral, using applanation tonometry [53, 62, 129, 47, 83]. Invasive measurements of
pressure and velocity can be obtained in the aorta and other extracranial arteries using pressure-
and flow-sensing catheters [130]. The internal luminal area can be measured in superficial arter-
ies using ultrasound-based echo-tracking [53, 62, 131] and MR [88]. Invasive measurements using
piezoelectric crystal transducers have been carried out in animal experiments [62].
Several methods have been developed for the analysis of in vivo data in both the time and
frequency domains [16, 132]. Here we briefly describe tools that allow us to separate the pulse
waveform into physically relevant components (Section 4.1), calculate the aortic pressure from a
non-invasive peripheral measurement (Section 4.2), study the energy carried by the pulse wave
(Section 4.3) and estimate clinically relevant parameters (Section 4.4). We also mention some
examples of clinically relevant applications of 1-D modelling (Section 4.5).
4.1 Wave separations
Changes in the forward and backward characteristic variables, Wf,b, at an arbitrary point in
the network (Fig. 4) can be written in terms of the corresponding changes in pressure, Pf,b, and
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velocity, Uf,b, if the local pulse wave speed c is known [100, 133].37 This separation provides valuable
information on the conditions of the system upstream and downstream of the measurement site in
normal and pathological conditions [135].
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Figure 11: Pressure (a) and velocity (b) with time in the thoracic aorta (Segment 27) of the di↵erent models
(Fig. 2, centre). From these data we can calculate the following waveforms (as described in the text): the
forward and backward components of pressure and velocity (c)–(f), and the wave intensity waveform (g).
An integration constant was included arbitrarily in the forward and backward pressure and was taken to
be the minimum value of pressure. The integration constant for velocity was zero. Note that the flow rate
at the aortic root was set to zero (Qin = 0) at the start of the second quasi-steady cardiac cycle to prolong
pressure and flow decays.
The increase in Pf in early systole while Pb is still decaying (Fig. 12b,d) indicates that the
changes in pressure produced by cardiac contraction initially propagate away from the heart.
The increase in Pb later in systole indicates the arrival of reflected waves, generated at points of
impedance mismatch as described in Section 3.2. In diastole Pf and Pb are similar, suggesting that
37This separation can also be achieved in the frequency domain when nonlinear terms are neglected [134].
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P is made up of approximately equal amounts of upstream and downstream wave reflections38.
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Figure 12: Pressure with time in the aortic root (Segment 1) (top) and thoracic aorta (Segment 27)
(bottom) of the normal young model (M1) (Fig. 2, centre). They are separated into conduit and peripheral
pressures (a,c) and forward and backward pressures (b,d). Note that the flow rate at the aortic root was set
to zero (Qin = 0) at the start of the second quasi-steady cardiac cycle to prolong pressure and flow decays.
Changes in CT and RT have a similar e↵ect as previously discussed for the total pressure.
The amplitudes of Pf and Pb are similar in models with similar CT (young and old , Fig. 11c,e)
and increase with the decreasing CT by approximately the same percentage (about two-fold when
comparing Pf and Pb in young models with the corresponding waveforms in old models). Changes
in RT a↵ect the magnitude of Pf and Pb, but not their shape.
Note that Pf and Uf have the same shape, but Ub is inverted with respect to Pb. Thus,
peripheral reflections yield negative Ub that decrease the magnitude of the velocity waveform at
the thoracic aorta in late systole and early diastole (Fig. 11f). Changes in CT and RT a↵ect Uf
and Ub less than they do Pf and Pb (Fig. 11d,f).
Other separations of the pressure waveform have been proposed, e.g. the reservoir-wave hypoth-
esis to quantify the bu↵ering function of the larger conduit arteries from in vivo measurements of
pressure and flow [120, 136, 121, 128]. It separates the pressure waveform into a space-independent
reservoir component that is based on the Windkessel pressure, pw (and hence depends on global
parameters), and an excess component that changes in time and space according to local prop-
erties (geometry and local compliance). This separation is proving very useful to understand the
outcome of large studies on hypertensive drugs [137].
4.2 Transfer functions
The ascending aortic (or central) pressure seems to be a better predictor of cardiovascular events
than more peripheral pressures (e.g. radial and brachial pressures) [138, 139, 126]; perhaps because
it is closer to the heart. Direct measurement of the aortic pressure, unlike the peripheral pressure,
can only be obtained invasively. However, there are transfer functions that calculate aortic pressure
from peripheral pressure using Fourier analysis [140, 141, 142]. According to [142], an accurate
38Many of these reflected waves were generated in previous cardiac cycles.
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individualised description of pressure transfer can be obtained with a non-invasively measured
travel time from the ascending aorta to the peripheral site.
4.3 Wave intensity analysis
In wave intensity analysis the pulse waveform is decomposed into successive pressure and velocity
wavefronts39 to study the flux of energy per unit area (which is called wave intensity40) carried
by the pulse wave, dI = dPdU , where dP and dU are the changes in pressure and velocity across
a wavefront, respectively. The quantity dI can be calculated from simultaneous pressure and flow
measurements at an arbitrary location in the arterial network. It is positive for forward-travelling
wavefronts and negative for backward wavefronts. Therefore, the net wave intensity reveals whether
forward or backward wavefronts are dominant and how big they are at any particular time during
the cardiac cycle. Thus, wave intensity allows us to quantify the timing, direction and magnitude
of dominant wavefronts (both compression and expansion) over the cardiac cycle [143, 100].
Wave intensity analysis assumes neither periodicity nor linearity and is based on the one-
dimensional formulation of arterial blood flow described in Section 2. This analysis provides
valuable information to understand the role of wave reflections on blood flow in systemic arteries
[144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 129], including the coronary circulation [149, 69].
The contour of dI in Fig. 11g, which is generated from the simulated data in the thoracic aorta
of the di↵erent models, has the typical shape observed in vivo in the aorta under normal conditions
[143]. The first peak of dI corresponds to the initial compression (or acceleration) wavefront caused
by the contraction of the left ventricle. In mid-systole there is a small negative peak indicating a
dominant reflection of the initial contraction wavefront. This is followed by a second positive peak
indicating a dominant forward wavefront at the end of systole, which represents a decompression
(or deceleration) wave generated by the relaxation of the left ventricle.
The positive and negative peaks of dI increase with decreasing CT; i.e. the energy carried by
the pulse wave in old models (M2 and M4) is greater than in young models (M1 and M3) (Fig.
11g), suggesting that the left ventricle must contract more vigorously to propel the same amount
of blood flow throughout the vasculature. On the other hand, changes in RT do not significantly
a↵ect the contour of dI, suggesting a minor e↵ect of peripheral reflections on the flux of energy
in the thoracic aorta. In vivo studies at the ascending aorta have shown that the magnitude and
arrival time of the backward compression wave in mid-systole varies with age, diseases, arterial
compliance and vascular tone [146, 150].
4.4 Parameter estimations
The 1-D formulation allows us to use haemodynamic data that can be measured in vivo to calculate
properties of the cardiovascular system that cannot be directly measured in vivo. Several optimisa-
tion algorithms have been proposed; e.g. Kalman filtering techniques for the peripheral boundary
conditions [59], an adjoint state approach for the local compliance [151], and local sensitivity in-
dices for several mechanical properties of the arteries of the arm [152]. Estimation algorithms have
also been proposed to calculate parameter values based upon a mechanical understanding of the
e↵ect that the parameter has on haemodynamic quantities that can be measured clinically. This
is the approach followed in [153, 130], for example, to calculate the local pulse wave speed from
simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements, and in [116, 47] to distribute the net peripheral
resistance and compliance among the terminal branches of 1-D models. Several lumped parameter
models have been used to estimate global properties of the arterial tree by fitting the model to
measured pressure and flow data [154, 155].
The accuracy of estimation algorithms can be tested using 1-D model waveforms, which are
free of measurement and alignment errors41. Numerically we can compare the estimates with the
39Mathematically, a wavefront refers to an infinitesimal change in pressure, dP , and velocity, dU .
40Wave intensity is a term analogous to acoustic intensity.
41Interferences and di↵erences in the temporal resolution or bandwidth between the measurement equipment can
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theoretical values calculated from the parameters of the 1-D model [101, 158, 159, 160, 161, 152].
This is particularly relevant when the estimation algorithms are based on the 1-D formulation.
The sensitivity of the 1-D model to several parameters is studied in [74, Ch. 4], [82, 161, 142].
4.5 Clinically relevant applications of 1-D modelling
Although 1-D modelling is still a research tool, several studies have explored its clinical potential.
In addition to assess the accuracy of estimation algorithms (see Section 4.4), 1-D modelling has
been applied to (i) study the e↵ects of stenoses on pulse wave propagation [106, 82, 97, 162],
(ii) assess indices and procedures used in clinical practice that are based on pulse wave analysis,
such as the aortic augmentation index in systolic hypertension studies [163, 164], (iii) the study
and identification of anatomical variations in the cerebral [165, 166, 72, 77] and arm [73] arterial
networks, (iv) the noninvasive assessment of vascular function [86], and (v) investigate the outcome
of surgical procedures, such as arterial bypass grafting [167, 67, 168, 169, 74] and arterio-venous
fistulae for vascular access in dialysis patients [170, 171].
5 Concluding remarks and challenges ahead
We have shown the usefulness of results on arterial wave mechanics in the systemic circulation
that are based on the 1-D formulation. Haemodynamics in this part of the cardiovascular system
has been widely researched, since it is exposed to many life-threatening conditions and diseases,
such as hypertension and atherosclerosis, which are influenced by haemodynamic conditions.
The 1-D formulation is particularly suited to study large-scale mechanisms underlying the pulse
waveform in the arterial system as a whole. The very large scales of pulse wavelengths compared to
arterial lengths and diameters allow us to relax the modelling assumptions and reduce the number
of parameters that would be required to simulate the full 3-D problem. With less parameters
to be determined, it is relatively easier to obtain patient-specific models. For example, we have
seen that the global parameters that define the windkessel pressure, pw(t) (see Eq. (22)), play a
key role in defining the pressure waveform in larger arteries. These parameters (cardiac ejection,
total compliance, net peripheral resistance, and outflow pressure) can be estimated from a few in
vivo measurements of pressure and flow rate [101, 155].
The 1-D formulation allows us to study clinically relevant haemodynamic mechanisms that are
often first observed through correlations, suggest and test new tools for the estimation of important
parameters of the cardiovascular system (e.g. arterial compliance and distensibility [160, 158, 159])
and assess indices and procedures used in clinical practice that are based on pulse wave analysis.
The methods developed to study 1-D arterial wave mechanics can be applied directly to the study
of venous wave mechanics, taking into account the anatomical and physiological di↵erences that
exist between arteries and veins [1, 2, 36, 37, 172].
A 1-D approach, however, does not allow us to compute detailed flow patterns at each point
in the arterial tree, for which computationally far more expensive 3-D models, which account for
the three spatial dimensions of the problem, are necessary; e.g. to calculate WSS (see [173] for an
early example and [174, 175, 87, 176] for more recent studies). Nevertheless, the 1-D formulation
can provide improved boundary conditions for 3-D models of localised areas of the vasculature; in
the so-called 3-D/1-D multi-scale coupling [30, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182].
In our opinion, the challenges ahead for 1-D modelling are to develop tools to accurately
estimate model parameters (such as wall distensibility and peripheral boundary conditions) and to
verify the 1-D formulation and parameter estimation tools using in vivo data, ideally in the human.
Further tests should also be carried out by comparison against numerical data generated using
3-D pulsatile models in deformable domains. These tests, should provide a clearer picture of the
advantages and limitations of using 1-D modelling as a clinical tool. Application of 1-D modelling to
introduce phase delays that may be significant and large enough to spoil the acquisition of simultaneous measurements
at the same location [156, 157].
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study the physical mechanisms underlying variations in the pulse waveform due to postural changes
and clinical manoeuvres requires accurate models of neurogenic and hormonal control mechanisms.
There are lumped parameter control models that are governed by ordinary di↵erential equations
and which could be coupled to a 1-D model of the larger arteries (e.g. [183]).
We believe that modelling and analysis (e.g. wave intensity analysis) based on the 1-D formu-
lation are powerful tools to interpret in vivo data, making the most of the usually limited amount
of data available in the clinic to improve the understanding, diagnosis and treatment of disease.
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Appendix 1: Nomenclature and abbreviations
Table 5: Nomenclature, abbreviations and SI units. Units commonly used in the clinic that are di↵erent
from SI units are also shown after a semicolon.
A (m2; cm2 or mm2) luminal cross-sectional area
A0 (m
2) luminal cross-sectional area at pressure Pext
Aref (m
2) reference area used to calculate A0
a (m2) linear perturbation of the luminal cross-sectional area
A tube law relating P and A
C (m3 Pa 1; mL mmHg 1) compliance of the peripheral RCR Windkessel model
C0D (m
3 Pa 1) elastic wall compliance within an arterial segment
C1D (m
2 Pa 1) elastic wall compliance per unit length of vessel
CT (m
2 Pa 1) total arterial compliance
Cf,b forward and backward characteristic paths
Cc, Cp (m
2 Pa 1) total conduit and peripheral compliance, respectively
c (m s 1) pulse wave speed
c0 (m s
 1) pulse wave speed at pressure Pext
CT computer tomography
dI (W m 2) wave intensity
dP (Pa) change of pressure across a wavefront
dU (m s 1) change of velocity across a wavefront
E (Pa) Young’s modulus of the arterial wall
F, Fe, Fv total, elastic and viscous vector of fluxes, respectively
F⇤, F⇤e , F
⇤
v approximation of the total, elastic and viscous vector of fluxes,
respectively, at the numerical interfaces
f (N m 1) frictional force per unit length of length
h (m; mm) vessel wall thickness
Je (m) Jacobian of the elemental mapping from ⌦st to ⌦e
IVUS intravascular ultrasound
L0D (kg m
 5) blood inertia within an arterial domain
L1D (kg m
 6) blood inertia per unit length of vessel
Lj Legendre polynomial used in the discontinuous Galerkin scheme
l (m; cm) length of an arterial segment
M total number of terminal branches in the arterial network
MR magnetic resonance
N total number of arterial segments (or edges) in the arterial network
Nel number of elemental regions ⌦e in the numerical mesh of an arterial
segment
P (Pa; mmHg) average internal blood pressure over the luminal cross section
Pcon, Pper (Pa; mmHg) conduit and peripheral components of blood pressure, respectively
Pd (Pa; mmHg) diastolic pressure
Pe (Pa; mmHg) elastic component of blood pressure
Pexc, Pres (Pa; mmHg) excess and reservoir components of blood pressure, respectively
Pext (Pa; mmHg) external (or extramural) pressure
Pf , Pb (Pa; mmHg) forward and backward components of blood pressure, respectively
Pout (Pa; mmHg) blood pressure at which flow to the microcirculation ceases
Pref (Pa; mmHg) reference blood pressure used to calculate A0
p, pe (Pa) linear perturbation of the total and elastic blood pressure, respectivelyepe (Pa) space-averaged elastic blood pressure within an arterial segment
pein , peout (Pa) linear perturbation of the elastic blood pressure at the inlet and
outlet of the arterial domain, respectively
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Table 6: Continuation of nomenclature, abbreviations and units.
pw (Pa) space-independent (Windkessel) blood pressure
P polynomial order of the expansion bases in the discontinuous
Galerkin scheme
Q (m3 s 1; mL s 1 or L min 1) blood volume flow rate
Qcon, Qper (m
3 s 1) conduit and peripheral components of the flow rate, respectively
Qin (m
3 s 1; mL s 1 or L min 1) blood volume flow rate at the inlet of the ascending aorta
Qin (m
3 s 1; mL s 1 or L min 1) cardiac output generated by the left ventricle
q (m3 s 1) linear perturbation of the blood volume flow rateeqe (m3 s 1) space-averaged blood volume flow rate within an arterial segment
qin, qout (m
3 ) linear perturbation of the volume flow rate at the inlet and outlet of
the arterial domain, respectively
Q order of the Gauss quadrature used in the numerical solution
R1, R2 (Pa s m
 3) inflow and outflow resistance of the peripheral RCR Windkessel
model, respectively
R0D (Pa s m
 3) resistance within an arterial segment due to blood viscosity
R1D (Pa s m
 4) resistance per unit length of vessel due to blood viscosity
Ra,b,cf reflection coe cient in the parent and first and second daughter
vessels, respectively, joining in a junction
RT (Pa s m
 3; mmHg s mL 3) net peripheral resistance of the arterial network
Rv reflection coe cient at the aortic valve
R (m; cm) luminal radius
R0 (m; cm) luminal radius at pressure Pext
r (m) radial coordinate in the luminal cross section
S (m2; cm2 or mm2) luminal cross section
S, Sˆ source term vector in the non-conservative and conservative form,
respectively
T (s) period of the heartbeat
T a,b,c transmission coe cient in the parent and first and second daughter
vessels, respectively, joining in a junction
t (s) time
U, U  vector of unknowns in the discontinuous Galerkin scheme
U (m s 1; cm s 1) average axial blood velocity over the luminal cross section
Uf , Ub (m s
 1; cm s 1) forward and backward components of blood velocity, respectively
U0 (m s
 1) reference average axial blood velocity
u (m s 1; cm s 1) axial blood velocity of each fluid particle in the luminal cross-section
V  finite space of piecewise polynomial vector functions
Wf,b (m s
 1) nonlinear forward and backward characteristic (or Riemann) variables
WSS (Pa) wall shear stress
wf,b (m
3 s 1) linear forward and backward characteristic (or Riemann) variables
x (m) axial coordinate of an arterial segment ⌦
xˆ(t) parametric function in the (x, t) space
xle (m) axial coordinate of the lower point of the elemental region ⌦e
xue (m) axial coordinate of the upper point of the elemental region ⌦e
Y0 (m Pa
 1 s 1) characteristic admittance of the vessel
Z0 (Pa s m
 3) characteristic impedance of the vessel
↵ flow profile constant or Coriolis coe cient
  (Pa m) parameter related to the wall elastic tone
  (Pa s m) parameter related to the wall viscosity
  (Pa s m 1) parameter related to the wall viscosity in the linear model
 t (s) time step of the numerical approximation
  arbitrary scaling factor used in the method of characteristics
⇣ parameter that defines the velocity profile
 f ,  b (m s
 1) forward and backward eigenvalues of the characteristic system
µ (Pa s) dynamic viscosity of blood
⇠ non-dimensional coordinate of the domain ⌦st
⇢ (kg m 3) blood density
  surface coordinate in the cross section S
' (Pa s) viscosity of the arterial wall
 test functions in the discontinuous Galerkin scheme
⌦ 1-D domain of an arterial segment
⌦e elemental region within ⌦
⌦st reference (or standard) 1-D domain linked to ⌦ through an a ne
mapping
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Appendix 2: Discontinuous Galerkin scheme
This is a convenient scheme for high-order discretisation of convection-dominated flows [184],
such as arterial flows. It allows us to propagate waves of di↵erent frequencies without su↵ering
from excessive dispersion and di↵usion errors and enables a straightforward connection of arterial
segments through their inlet and outlet boundary conditions to model the arterial network. Here
we describe this scheme in detail.
Eqs. (2) and (4) can be written in the following conservative form
@U
@t
+
@F
@x
= Sˆ, U =
"
A
U
#
, Sˆ =
"
0
f
⇢A
#
,
F = Fe + Fv =
"
AU
U2
2 +
Pe
⇢
#
+
"
0
   
⇢A0
p
A
@(AU)
@x
#
, (24)
in which we have separated the flux F into an elastic (Fe) and a viscous (Fv) term, and applied
the mass conservation @A@t =  @(AU)@x to change the time derivative to a spatial derivative in the
viscous term of the tube law (4).
We discretise each arterial domain, ⌦ = [0, l], into a mesh of Nel non-overlapping elemental
regions ⌦e = [xle, x
u
e ], e = 1, . . . , Nel, such that x
u
e = x
l
e+1, e = 1, . . . , Nel   1, and
SNel
e=1⌦e = ⌦.
The superscripts l and u refer to the in and out boundaries of each ⌦e. Multiplying Eq. (24) by
the test functions  and integrating over the domain ⌦ yields the weak form
NelX
e=1
"✓
@U
@t
, 
◆
⌦e
+
✓
@F
@x
, 
◆
⌦e
#
=
NelX
e=1
⇣
Sˆ, 
⌘
⌦e
, (25)
where (u,v)⌦ =
R
⌦ uv dx is the standard L
2(⌦) inner product. Integration of the second term by
parts leads to
NelX
e=1
"✓
@U
@t
, 
◆
⌦e
 
✓
F,
d 
dx
◆
⌦e
+ [F · ]xue
xle
#
=
NelX
e=1
⇣
Sˆ, 
⌘
⌦e
. (26)
Approximating U and  by U  and   , respectively, which are in the finite space V  of
piecewise polynomial vector functions (they may be discontinuous across inter-element boundaries),
integrating the second term in (26) once again by parts (to have a derivative on U  rather than
on   ), and denoting F⇤ = F⇤e + F⇤v as the approximation of the flux at the interface, we obtain
the discrete form of our conservative law in the domain ⌦ in divergence form for all    in V ,
NelX
e=1
" 
@U 
@t
,  
!
⌦e
+
 
@F(U )
@x
,  
!
⌦e
+
h
   ·
n
F⇤   F(U )
oixue
xle
#
=
NelX
e=1
⇣
Sˆ(U ),  
⌘
⌦e
, (27)
To obtain a global solution in the domain ⌦, information must propagate between elemental
regions ⌦e. This is achieved through the term F
⇤
e , which is treated through the solution of a
Riemann problem as described at the end of this Appendix. Through F⇤e at x = xl1 (inlet) and
x = xuNel (outlet) we are also able to enforce inflow and outflow boundary conditions and connect
⌦ to other domains in the arterial network, as described in Section 2.6.
The term F⇤v requires a di↵erent treatment. Various ways of dealing with F⇤v are analysed in
[185] and the references therein. Here, we approximate F⇤v at the inter-element boundaries as
F⇤v|xue = F⇤v|xle+1 =
1
2
⇣
Fv|xue + Fv|xle+1
⌘
, e = 1, . . . , Nel   1,
with F⇤v|xl1 = Fv|xl1 at the inlet of the domain and F
⇤
v|xuNel = Fv|xuNel at the outlet, so that
F⇤v Fv(U ) = 0 at both boundaries; i.e. visco-elasticity is neglected when enforcing the boundary
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conditions and connecting arterial segments through junctions (see Section 2.6).
We select the expansion bases to be a polynomial space of order P and expand the solution on
each region ⌦e in terms of Legendre polynomials Lj(⇠) of order P; i.e.
U |⌦e(xe(⇠), t) =
PX
j=1
Lj(⇠) bUje, (28)
where bUje(t) are the expansion coe cients. Following standard finite element techniques, we use
the elemental a ne mapping xe(⇠) = xle
(1 ⇠)
2 + x
u
e
(1+⇠)
2 , with ⇠ in the reference element ⌦st ={ 1  ⇠  1}. Legendre polynomials are particularly convenient because they are orthogonal with
respect to the L2(⌦e) inner product, leading to an explicit system of equations. Substitution of (28)
into (27) and letting   |⌦e = U |⌦e , yields 2P equations to be solved for each ⌦e, e = 1, . . . , Nel,
d bU ji,e
dt
= G
⇣
U |⌦e
⌘
i
, j = 1, . . . ,P, i = 1, 2, (29)
where bU ji,e (j = 1, . . . ,P; i = 1, 2; e = 1, . . . , Nel) are the two components of bUje,
G
⇣
U |⌦e
⌘
i
=  
✓
@Fi
@x
, Lp
◆
⌦e
 

1
Je
Lp[F
⇤
i   Fi(U |⌦e)]
 xue
xle
+
⇣
Sˆi(U
 
e), Lp
⌘
⌦e
,
and Je =
1
2(x
u
e  xle) is the Jacobian of the elemental mapping from the standard element ⌦st. For
every ⌦e, U |⌦e is evaluated at Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadrature points of order Q to calculate
the integrals
⇣
@Fi
@x , Lp
⌘
⌦e
and
⇣
Sˆi, Lp
⌘
⌦e
. All spatial derivatives are calculated using collocation
di↵erentiation at the quadrature points [186].
To advance in time we use an explicit second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme, with zero pres-
sures and velocities as initial conditions. If the viscous term in the tube law (4) is neglected (i.e.
we have a purely elastic law), then the time step  t can be about an order of magnitude greater
than that used for the visco-elastic case, since the convection  t scales like the square of the
polynomial order P, whereas the di↵usion  t scales like twice the square of P [186]. Although  t
has to be reduced in the visco-elastic model, it is still practical to use an explicit scheme if P are
small (2 or 3), because wave speeds c are much larger than flow velocities U .
We calculate the initial areas A0(x) that will give the areas Aref(x) at a given mean pressure
Pref (e.g. 95 mmHg for the diameters of the 55-artery model shown in Table 1) using
A0 = Aref
✓
1 pAref Pref   Pext 
◆
. (30)
This expression follows from combining Eqs. (5) and (13) with Pe = Pref and A = Aref . It provides
an approximated A0 since our tube law is nonlinear.
The Riemann problem
Consider two area and velocity states (AL, UL) and (AR, UR) separated by an interface at time t
(Fig. 13). In Eq. (27) these states are located at the end point of ⌦e and initial point of ⌦e+1 for
e = 1, . . . , Nel   1 (Fig. 13, middle). If   and A0 are discontinuous across the interface, two new
states, (A⇤L, U⇤L) and (A⇤R, U⇤R), originate on each side of the interface at time t+ t. To determine
them we apply Eq. (11) on each side of the interface, assuming S = 0 and zero wall viscosity,
Wf(A
⇤
L, U
⇤
L) =Wf(AL, UL), Wb(A
⇤
R, U
⇤
R) =Wb(AR, UR), (31)
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and conservation of mass and continuity of the (dynamic plus kinematic) pressure at the interface,
A⇤LU
⇤
L = A
⇤
RU
⇤
R, ⇢
(U⇤L)
2
2
+ Pe (A
⇤
L) = ⇢
(U⇤R)
2
2
+ Pe (A
⇤
R) . (32)
Solving Eqs. (31) and (32) at the interface of ⌦e and ⌦e+1 using the iterative Newton-Raphson
method (with the initial guesses (AL, UL) and (AR, UR)) allows us to calculate the approximated
elastic flux on each side of the interface; i.e. F⇤e |xue = Fe (A⇤L, U⇤L) and F⇤e |xle+1 = Fe (A
⇤
R, U
⇤
R).
Figure 13: Layout of the Riemann problems solved at the inlet of the ascending aorta (left), elemental
interfaces of each arterial segment ⌦ (middle), and 1-D model terminal branches (right) to calculate the
states at time t +  t: (left) (A⇤, U⇤) satisfying A⇤U⇤ = Qin, where Qin(t) is the prescribed volume flow
(left), (middle) (A⇤L, U
⇤
L) and (A
⇤
R, U
⇤
R), and (right) (A
⇤, U⇤), with A⇤U⇤ and Pe(A⇤) related through a
0-D model. These states originate from the discontinuity between (AL, UL) and (AR, UR) at time t. Here
we couple a 0-D RCR model to simulate the downstream vasculature, which consists of two resistances, R1
and R2, and one compliance, C. The pressure at which flow to the microcirculation ceases is Pout.
The fluxes F⇤e at the inlet (x = xl1) and outlet (x = xuNel) of every arterial domain ⌦ are
calculated through the solution of a Riemann problem involving suitable boundary conditions, as
detailed in the next sections of this appendix. For these problems   and A0 have the same value
on both sides of the interface, so that dWdt = 0 applies across the interface, according to (11).
Thus, Wf(AL, UL) =Wf(A⇤R, U⇤R) and Wb(AR, UR) =Wb(A⇤L, U⇤L), which combined with (31) yield
a unique state (A⇤, U⇤) on both sides of the interface, with
A⇤ =
"
Wf(AL, UL) Wb(AR, UR)
8
s
2⇢A0
 
+A1/40
#4
, (33)
U⇤ =
Wf(AL, UL) +Wb(AR, UR)
2
. (34)
For more general techniques to solve the Riemann problem, which capture shock waves orig-
inated at the interfaces, see [187, 188]. Shocks, however, rarely, if ever, occur in arteries despite
the dependence of c on P , since pulse wavelengths are much larger than arterial lengths.
Inflow boundary condition (Section 2.6.1)
To prescribe Qin(t) at the inlet of an arterial domain ⌦, we solve a Riemann problem (Fig. 13,
left), with (AR, UR) the first point in the elemental region ⌦1 and (AL, UL) a virtual point outside
⌦, the same   and A0 on both sides of the interface, and AL = AR. We calculate the unique state
(A⇤, U⇤) at time t+ t from A⇤U⇤ = Qin and Wb(A⇤, U⇤) =Wb(AR, UR), which combine to yield
U⇤ =Wb(AR, UR) + 4 (c(A⇤)  c0) , (35)
Qin = A
⇤Wb(AR, UR) + 4A⇤ (c(A⇤)  c0) . (36)
We first solve the nonlinear Eq. (36) for A⇤ using the iterative Newton-Raphson method with the
initial guess A⇤ = AR and then calculate U⇤ using Eq. (35), so that the approximated elastic flux
F⇤e |xl1 = Fe (A
⇤, U⇤). Note that UL = 2U⇤   UR follows from Eq. (34) with AL = AR.
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Junction matching conditions (Section 2.6.2)
We can calculate the state (A⇤j , U⇤j ) at time t + t at the point of each domain ⌦j (j = a, b, c)
adjacent to a junction from the corresponding states (Aj , U j) at time t as follows. Applying
conservation of mass and continuity of pressure (static plus dynamic) yields
A⇤
a
U⇤
a
= A⇤
b
U⇤
b
+A⇤
c
U⇤
c
, (37)
Pe(A
⇤a) +
1
2
⇢
⇣
U⇤
a
⌘2
= Pe(A
⇤b) +
1
2
⇢
⇣
U⇤
b
⌘2
, Pe(A
⇤a) +
1
2
⇢
⇣
U⇤
a
⌘2
= Pe(A
⇤c) +
1
2
⇢
⇣
U⇤
c
⌘2
,
(38)
respectively. Eq. (38) approximates the balance of energy occurring at the junction using Bernoulli’s
law. Assuming S = 0 within the points adjacent to the junction, the correct propagation of char-
acteristic information in each domain ⌦i requires
Wf(A
⇤a , U⇤
a
) =Wf(A
a, Ua), Wb(A
⇤b , U⇤
b
) =Wb(A
b, U b), Wb(A
⇤c , U⇤
c
) =Wb(A
c, U c)
(39)
for the splitting flow case and
Wb(A
⇤a , U⇤
a
) =Wb(A
a, Ua), Wf(A
⇤b , U⇤
b
) =Wf(A
b, U b), Wf(A
⇤c , U⇤
c
) =Wf(A
c, U c)
(40)
for the merging flow case. The resulting nonlinear system of six equations ((37), (38) and (39) or
(37), (38) and (40)) and six unknowns (A⇤j , U⇤j ), j = a, b, c, at each junction in the network is
solved using a Newton-Raphson method with the initial guess (Aj , U j), j = a, b, c. Thus, we can
calculate F⇤e at the point of each domain ⌦j (j = a, b, c) adjacent to the junction.
Terminal boundary conditions (Section 2.6.3)
At the outflow of 1-D model terminal branches we couple 0-D models of the perfusion of downstream
vessels through the solution of a Riemann problem at the 1-D/0-D interface (Fig. 13, right). An
intermediate state (A⇤, U⇤) originates at time t+ t from the states (AL, UL), which corresponds
to the end point of the 1-D domain, and (AR, UR), which is a virtual state selected so that
(A⇤, U⇤) satisfies the relation between A⇤ and U⇤ dictated by Eq. (14), with Q = A⇤U⇤ and
Pe =
 
A0
⇣p
A⇤  pA0
⌘
. The initial resistance, R1, satisfies
A⇤U⇤ =
Pe(A⇤)  PC
R1
, (41)
where PC is the pressure at C. The CR2 system is governed by
C
dPC
dt
= A⇤U⇤   PC   Pout
R2
. (42)
At every time step n, PC is calculated by solving a first-order time discretisation of (42), PnC =
Pn 1C +
 t
C
✓
ALUL   P
n 1
C  Pout
R2
◆
, with Pn 1C = 0 for n = 1.
To close the problem we consider that   and A0 are the same on both sides of the interface,
Wf(A⇤, U⇤) =Wf(AL, UL), and AR = AL. This yields a nonlinear equation in A⇤,
F (A⇤) = R1 [UL + 4c (AL)]A⇤   4R1 c (A⇤)A⇤    
A0
⇣p
A⇤  pA0⌘+ PnC = 0, (43)
which is solved using Newton’s method with the initial guess A⇤ = AL. Once A⇤ has been
obtained, U⇤ is calculated as U⇤ = Pe(A
⇤) Pout
A⇤R1 , so that F
⇤
e |xuNel = Fe (A
⇤, U⇤) in the last point of
the 1-D model terminal branch. A numerical analysis of this coupling is given in [189].
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Appendix 3: Reflection coe cients at junctions
Consider three arterial segments ⌦j , j = a, b, c, joining in a splitting or merging flow junction (Fig.
5). Three perturbations ( aj , pje, q
j) of the initial states (Aj , P je , Q
j) = (Aj0, 0, 0), j = a, b, c,
propagating toward the junction (along each corresponding segment ⌦j) will produce a new wave
in each segment, denoted by (Aj0 +  a
j ,  pje,  q
j), j = a, b, c, which will propagate away from the
junction. These new waves can be calculated using the linearised 1-D equations (15) as follows.
Neglecting second order terms, conservation of mass and continuity of the total pressure yield
 qa =  qb +  qc, (44)
 pae =  p
b
e =  p
c
e ⌘  pe. (45)
For a splitting flow junction (Fig. 5, left), we require the following relation between the linear
characteristic variables (17) moving towards the junction,
 qa +
 pae
Za0
=  qa +
 pae
Za0
,  qb    p
b
e
Zb0
=  qb    p
b
e
Zb0
,  qc    p
c
e
Zc0
=  qc    p
c
e
Zc0
, (46)
where Zj0 , j = a, b, c, is the characteristic impedance of each corresponding segment ⌦
j . Moreover,
 qa =
 pae
Za0
,  qb =   p
b
e
Zb0
,  qc =   p
c
e
Zc0
, (47)
since the initial characteristic variables moving away from the junction are all zero; i.e. wab = 0,
wbf = 0 and w
c
f = 0 (see Eq. (17)). Combination of Eqs. (46) and (47) yields
 qa = 2
 pae
Za0
   p
a
e
Za0
,  qb =  2 p
b
e
Zb0
+
 pbe
Zb0
,  qc =  2 p
c
e
Zc0
+
 pce
Zc0
. (48)
Substitution of these expressions into Eq. (44) and using Eq. (45) leads to
 pe =  p
a
e =  p
b
e =  p
c
e =
2
⇣
Y a0  p
a
e + Y
b
0 p
b
e + Y
c
0 p
c
e
⌘
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, (49)
where Y j0 = 1/Z
j
0 , j = a, b, c, is the characteristic admittance of each corresponding segment ⌦
j .
If we perturb one segment at a time with ( aj , pje, q
j), j = a, b, c, so that  pie = 0 for i 6= j,
then from Eq. (49) we have
 pje =
2Y j0 p
j
e
Y a0 + Y
b
0 + Y
c
0
, j = a, b, c. (50)
Defining the reflection coe cients Rjf , j = a, b, c, as the ratio of the change of pressure across
the reflected wave to the change of pressure in the incident wave; i.e. Rjf ⌘
 
 pje   pje
 
/ pje,
j = a, b, c, we obtain Eq. (19) from Eq. (50).
For a merging flow junction (Fig. 5, right), Eqs. (44) and (45) are still valid, whereas Eqs.
(46) and (47) respectively become
 qa    p
a
e
Za0
=  qa    p
a
e
Za0
,  qb +
 pbe
Zb0
=  qb +
 pbe
Zb0
,  qc +
 pce
Zc0
=  qc +
 pce
Zc0
, (51)
 qa =   p
a
e
Za0
,  qb =
 pbe
Zb0
,  qc =
 pce
Zc0
. (52)
Combining Eqs. (44), (45), (51) and (52) as described above for the splitting flow case also yields
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Eq. (19).
Note that from pe =
a
C1D
in Eq. (15) we have  pje =  a
j/Cj1D and  p
j
e =  a
j/Cj1D, j = a, b, c.
Thus, Rjf =
 
 aj   aj  / aj , j = a, b, c, is satisfied, which shows that the reflection coe cients
also give the ratio of the change of area across the reflected wave to the change of area in the
incident wave. However, in terms of changes in the flow rates we have Rjf =  
 
 qj   qj  / qj ,
j = a, b, c, which follows from transforming  qj and  qj into pressures using Eqs. (47) and (48)
for the splitting flow case and Eqs. (51) and (52) for the merging flow case.
The transmission coe cient, T j , of a segment ⌦j , j = a, b, c, defined as the ratio of the
pressure perturbation transmitted to segments ⌦i (i 6= j) to the pressure perturbation in vessel
⌦j , is T j =  pje/ p
j
e =  p
j
e/ p
j
e = 1 +R
j
f , j = a, b, c.
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